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Tony Mordosky, Bradley University
ACUTA President 1999 -2000
As telecommunications/lT professionals we ate constantly challenged to make
decisions that effectively assist our institutions in meeting our missions. When that
decision is to recommend what may be viewed by some as just another expensive
new technology, we must be prepared to support our recommendation with facts
and figures that constitute solid evidence. Wireless technology, especially the
wireless LAN, is likely to be viewed as one of these expensive, ahead-of-the-curve
technologies. But increasingly wireless technology does make sense both in terms of
supporting the institution's mission and from a cost perspective.

I have followed wireless LAN technology for several years, anticipating the time
when the industry would resolve what were viewed as constraints to its widespread
adoption-specifically, disparate standards, limited bandwidth, and cost.
Prior to the ratification of industry standards, you had to choose a product, hope
the manufacturer survived, and then be constrained by your choice. 'lihe adoption
of the IEEE 802. 11b standard brought the disparate technologies into one common
architecture, so we can now mix and match products from different vrzndors.
Today, products compatible with the 802.11b standard are available Ior both IBMcompatible PCs and the Apple platforms.
With the newer 11-megabit access points, actual throughput in the range of
a switched 10Mb wired
many
LAN
applications.
connection, it is acceptable for

375400 kbps can be achieved. While not on a par with

Evaluating the cost of wireless LANs is often a factor of where it will be deployed. Adoption of wireless LANs does not preclude the requirement for the
expensive and extensive wired network most of us have already installed. The cost
for wireless LANs needs to be evaluated in terms of what would it cost to provide
access to wired network connection.

::

In some situations on our campuses this cost may not only be comparable but
also can actually be significantly less. For instance, where the institution needs to:

i

r

rewire a building where doing so will require asbestos abatement or force the
building to be brought up to current building codes

. support networking in older buildings where the cost for upgrading the cabling
plant is reasonable only when done as part of a major building upgra<le which may
be years away

.

support networking in historically significant shuctures where substantive
changes to the building structure are prohibited or severely restricted

.
t,

support networking in building with large open spaces such as libraries, auditori-

ums, and galleries
There are other situations on our campuses where wireless LANs can be justified
for academic reasons.
For instance, here on the campus of Bradley Universit5r, the implementation of
our technology plan that seeks to enrich the teaching and learning environment has
generated a large demand for more teaching computer labs. Unfortunately, the lack
of available space is a major inhibitor to responding to this request. One option we

are now reviewing is the possibility
of creating mobile computer labs.
These mobile labs would be cartbased with laptop computers
equipped with wireless Ethernet
cards. The buildings where the carts
would be used would be equipped
with wireless access points which
would turn any existing mediated
classroom into a computer lab.
We have also begun to recognize
the need that in the not too distant
future, our students will want and,
indeed, may require untethered
network access from general
purpose classrooms, meeting rooms,
auditoriums, and even the hallways
in many campus buildings.
We have all heard or read about
how other institutions are utilizing
wireless technology in support of
their academic, student support,
communityr ouheach, or research
mission. It seems clear that wireless

technology will find more applications on our campuses as we begin
to address the desires/needs of our
increasingly mobile students and
faculty who want access to our
entire range of information resources without being tied to a
desktop.
As technology leaders on our
campuses, I would suggest that we
apply the same criteria for deploying

wireless technology that we employ
when evaluating the benefits of any
new or significantly upgraded
information technology.
As a part of this criteria, I ask
myself: Does this technology

expenditure

.

efleclvely support the universitgr's

mission?

. improve the level of technological support provided for the constituents of the universitgr?

o maximize the human potential of
the principal user-be that students,
faculty, or staff?

o

provide the opportunity for the
universit5r to gain a competitive
advantage?

o

promote opportunities to provide

new seryices or improve existing
services at the same cost point?

o

provide teachers and learners
with opportunities to expand and
enhance the learning environment?

.

provide required academic,
student, or research services?
Application of some reasonable
set of criteria is essential to making

information technology investments.
The process provides the basis that
you will need as a technology leader
to articulate the benefits your
institution will derive from any new
information technology investments.
Wireless technology is no different.
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Wireless Andrew:
State of the Art for WLANs
by Mary L. Pretz-Lawson
Philanthropists Andrew Carnegie
and Andrew Mellon may have
envisioned a great institution of
higher education bearing their
names, but neither could have
foreseen the exciting new local area
network known as Wireless Andrew
that has the eyes of the high-tech
world focused on Carnegie Mellon

Modeling the new Wireless Andrew system on CMU's Web site is Joe User, an
original character created by John Lerchey.

University.

The project represents the leading
edge of wireless networks, according
to Charles Bartel, director of operations of the university's Computing
Services Department and the
Wireless Andrew team leader. "l
believe when we are done with this
we will be the biggest wireless
network in the world in terms of the
size of the area we ate covering, "

or handheld computers from just
about anywhere on campus to
download information, send a
message, check their calendar,
communicate with a colleague, or
do research. In an era when many

says Bartel.

Increased productivity, greater
flexibility, and a higher level of job
satisfaction are other outcomes
anticipated as the wireless LAN
becomes an integral part of campus
life. CMU's goal is to provide access
in all 28 of the academic, research,
and administrative buildings and to
cover the outdoor areas of the 100acre campus as well. From a
classroom, the lawn of "the Cut," or

Equipping for the 21st Century
Wireless Andrew may represent a
turning point in higher education
communications. As anytimeanywhere access to the campus
network, the Internet, e-mail, and
other resources becomes the norm,
systems that require cables, modems, and a data jack will become
yesterday's news. With a system
such as Wireless Andrew, students,
faculty, and staff will be using laptop

6 lournaf
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students select a college based on
how "wired" the campus is, that
kind of access is a significant
advantage.

the steps of the student center,
users connect to Wireless Andrew

Winter 99

with a laptop computerr fitted with a
wireless Ethernet card, such as the

recommended Lucent WaveLAN
Silver card (available at the campus
store for about $260). The interface
card can be used on any laptop or
handheld device running Windows
95, Windows 98, Windows NT,
Macintosh, Linux, or Windows CE.

How Did We Get Herc?
To make Wireless l\ndrew a

reality, CMU has partnered for the
last five years with Lur:ent Technologies. AIter years of pla.nning,
Wireless Andrew I was released in
7997 as a research network with
limited access. In 1998, Computing
Services built Wireless Andrew II,
upgrading it from a res€drch
infrastructure to a fully supported
production network. l\long the way,
Lucent has donated s,rme $800,000
worth of equipment to rebuild the
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network, and the National Science
Foundation provided a $550,000
research grant. Carnegie Mellon has
spent $75,000 to date to rewire the
system and replace existing components.

Special Challenges
Building such a large network
means overcoming some special
challenges. For example, the
network must be designed so that
the entire campus is covered and
capacityr is sufficient to handle the
campuswide traffic load. And users
expect a very high level of reliability.
According to an article written by
Carnegie Mellon vice provost and
chief information officer Alex Hills
for the June 1999 issue of IEEE
Spectrum, CMU's network "builds
on the universi$'s wired network
infrastructure, which currently
provides 10 Mbps and 100 Mbps
Ethernet service. To s.upply highspeed wireless service to the
campus, we have installed Lucent

WaveLAN equipment, which uses
direct-sequence spread-spectrum

radio to provide a raw data rate of
2 Mbps.
"For wireless access off campus or
otherwise out of the range of the
WaveLAN network. we are using
cellular digital packet data [CDPD].
The CDPD service uses voice channels on the eisting cellular telephone
network to tuansmit data packets at a
raw data rate of 2Mbps," says Hills.

"WaveLAN is one of several
available wireless local area network
(WLAN) products," Hills explains,
"which were originally intended to
allow LAN connections where
premises wiring systems were
inadequate to support conventional
wired LANs. Now, because the
equipment is available in the compact PC Card form factor standardizedby the Personal Computer
Memory Card International Association, wireless LANs have come to be

identified with mobility. They can

fumish service to mobile computers
throughout a building or throughout
a campus."

high concentrations of users, as in
classrooms or labs, require additional APs for adequate coverage.

Key Components

Monarch

Two keys to a successful wireless
system are access points (APs) and
network adapters (NAs). The AP is
a radio base station that is permanently mounted and connected to a
wired LAN. The NA is a card that is
installed in a portable computer.
Both the AP and NA include a
transmitter, receiv er, and antenna,
but the AP includes a bridgewhich routes packets to and from
the wired network as appropriate,
allowing NA-equipped computers to
communicate with the wired LANand the NA includes hardware that
provides a data interface to the
portable computer.

"One of the wireless research
projects using Wireless Andrew is
called Monarch (for mobile networking architecture)," according to Hills.
"With Monarch, we are developing
techniques that allow continuous
and seamless connectivity as users
move about and need access to
more than one wireless network.

Coverage Considerations
Another important consideration
in any wireless network is providing
adequate coverage {or the service
area. "ln contrast with CDPD service,
where coverage is primarily the
responsibility of the cellular carrier, "
says Hills, "a user of wireless LAN
equipment is responsible for
installing the APs in a way that
provides complete coverage of the
service area. Our experience shows
it to be essential that the layout be
based on actual measurements, not
just on rule-of-thumb calculations. "

While terrain and topography
obviously play an important part in
planning the location of APs, other
less obvious obstructions must also
be considered. Brick and concrete
walls, desks, filing cabinets, and
hidden support structures will all
attenuate RF signals.
To minimize costs, APs should
be spaced as far apart as possible
without creating coverage gaps
where service is not available. With
careful measurement procedures,
APs can be located in such a way
that cost is minimized and coverage
is maximized. On the other hand,

"This approach to seamlessness
is based on the notion that it is
unlikely that a single wireless
network able to meet all mobile
computing needs will evolve. It is far
more probable that many wireless
nehvorks will be available. They will
provide service over a variety of
geographical coverage areas at
various speeds and at a varietyr of
price levels, with each serving a
niche but none meeting all needs.

Accordingly, mobile computer users
will have to access multiple networks to meet their needs. "

Hand-Held Andrew
Another project that will take
advantage of the Wireless Andrew
infrastructure is called Hand-Held
Andrew. Since the introduction of
handheld devices, their use has
been limited to personal rather than
group information management by
the dependency on the personal
computer. Hand-Held Andrew will
allow these devices to "operate in
an online, or 'always connected'
fashion rather than the disconnected, synchronized mode that
they currently deliver, " says Hills.
The Wireless Andrew project will
provide high-bandwidth access not
just to personal files but also to
group resources and the Internet for
anyone in the Carnegie Mellon
communitgr.

"When completed, " Hills
continues, "Hand-Held Andrew will

I lournaf of felecommunications
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have three core applications:
electronic mail, calendar management, and event notification....We
expect that the impact created by

Hand-Held Andrew willbe powerful
and that it will be clear to both
participants and observers that
important productivity gains can be
achieved through the use of these

Conclusion

standard {or what is st,ate of the art

The 1990s have often been
characterized as the Information
Age. Wireless Andrew represents a

in information technol,ogy.

technological milestone for connectivity, providing unprecedented
access to information resources at
Carnegie Mellon and setting a new

For additionol int'ormation plus

links to other articles that haue been
wntten about Wireless Andrew, uisit
the Carnegie Mellon lVeb site at
www. cmu. edul computingl

.

technologies. "

Opportunity l(nocl<s: My Role in tht'
Wireless Andrew Project
,,, When Camegie Mellon's cornputi
ing services division needed to move
from the wireless data trial to a
production service, they needed
someon€ito coordinate the disparate
senrice elemenb. As head of tetecommunications, I was tapped for
the job.

The computing services division

an ongoing telecom departrnent

is

organized into three groups. The
technical director is responsible frrr
network manag€ment and system

archltecture.'The ope:ational director
is responsible for network engineering, datacom, and telecom. The user
service director handles the help
center, computer store, and documentation. All three groups had a
role in the Wireless Andrew service.

In June the working group began
meeting with'representatives from
datacom, help center, network
development, computer store, and
in{or(nation services. The datacom
group was installing and maintaining
the network. The help center was
the primary location f<rr all user

problems. Network development
was developing the network
management tools. Computer store
sold the wireless cards. Information
sezuices ereated the user documentation and Web pages.

Andrew rollout.

At the first meeting we set the
goal of turning the wireless data

Wireless Andrew does not require

ottelecommunications
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What Went Well?

Defining the Service Team

Telecom delivers new seMces
regularly to campus. The largest
prq;ett,was iiearlu the telephone
sSskrn cutover eight yea'rs agg but
*e\rc also in&duced voicemail,
cabg fY,,";* &atures; and system
chansps,,,Telecom works ulell as,a.
team and pays a lot of attention to
customCis ice in'hew-r,trlloub. [,u*a, rni,,prcjcct rnanagernent skills io
haltiitelsiaom b'e ef&ctive, and those
slills *ete, lrnportant,, i:l the Wir-eles$-

10 journa[

where no power or communications
cabling presently exists-such as
above ceiling tiles or high on the
wall of a hallway.)

,

i

wires that are needed for wireless
networking. (That's a great paradox
since the amount of wiring needed
for a wireless network is considerable. In the installation of the
network, power and CAT 5 need to
be brought to the optimum antenna
locations. Usually these are locations

service into a supported production
division service called Wireless
Andrew by the start o{ the fall
semester. Next we evaluated the
digital service line (DS,L) service
rollout since most of the same
participants were also involved in
that project. We met b,iweekly
through the service rollout implementation. trying to te,ke the best of
the DSL experience and learr.^. from
its problems.

role. Other than my coordination
role, the only telecom involvement
is in the cabling design lor allthe

a
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.

Concise but complzte information
flow was crucial. I posted weekly
meeting notes to an internal project
eleckonic bulletin boa,rd. This
bulletin board also enabled internal
discussion of technical and procedural questions.

.

The development of the user
documentation and V/eb.site was a
fully participatory pror:ess. Volunieers walked through the implementation process while the technical
writer recorded each:step. (To bring
a Windows NT device onto Wireless
Andrew requires 19 p,recise steps.)
The documentation r,vas retested
twice before it was declared final.

r About one month lrefore service
kickoff I developed a project
schedule in Microsoft Project that

I

uitli

cvl has been wholesaling all manufacturers of ne* ana
refurbished telecommunications equipment since lgii.
Same-day shipping . Quick turn-around
Technical assistahce withlurch-ase . Trade-lni iccepted
All telecommunications equipment sold by CVI

is guaranteed

with a one-year, advance replacement lyarranty.

800-33B.Bl0B
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clearly identified steps and responsible parties. (Personally, I find
project software to be best for this
purpose. I've never actually "managed" a project via software, finding
early setup difficult, too time
consuming to maintain, and not
flexible enough to provide adequate
qualitative input.)

.

The Help Center consultant
haining conducted about a week

finltsounflrE[ llrnruRR, It'c.
23OO }1 lJllTIMOHT BO.TUCSON.flZ.B57OI

lllrn Srrr owww.[0NS0u0RTt0tlE]truBfl .InM

.

A problem that we are still
dealing with is clearly defining the
service level agreement between the
help center and datacom for
response to user questions. While
we addressed this during the
planning process, we never nailed
down the details. Users who
experience problems are not getting
consistent answers and prompt
replies.

.

before service kickoff by the network
architect provided excellent insight
into potential user problems. We also
had some early users who provided
great feedback on the documentation
and process prototypes.

The service actually rolled out
October 1, about a month later than
planned. There are currently over
200 users on campus and ten
buildings are wired. We will complete seven more buildings by the

What Needed Improvement?

end of the fall semester.

r

Future Benefits

A short-term problem was a key
decision in setting a software
parameter that changed three times
in a week's time. These serial
decisions confused the project
working group.

The computing services division
has learned a lot about cross-

division products and what is
needed to rollout and support them.
Future projects like DHCP changes,
LDAP development, and voice-

over-lP will benefit from the team
model of Wireless Andrew.
Personally, I have learned a lot
about the technology behind these
products and the larger issues that
computing services must consider.
Previously, I understood life from
the telecom perspective but had
little direct experience with information technology issues. I appreciated
the opportunity to work closely with
other key personnel in the division
and to establish myself as a person
with important organizational skills
rather than the technical expert. The
division has a lot o{ technically
sawy people. I needed to know
enough about the technology to
elfectively apply my management
and coordination skills to put a pilot
into service, on time and well
supported.
Reach Mary L. Pretz-Lawson at
mlpl@cmu.edu.
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"P^ssi^g" Ph^se
by Curt Harler
Contributing Editor
In May 7927, Charles Lindbergh and
the Spirif of St. Louis took to the air,

opening up a whole new way of communicating across the oceans. More recently, the
same spirit propelled the St. Louis Community College (SLCC) system and schools
like Virginia Tech, Kansas State, Montana
State, University of Wisconsin, and Idaho
State to take to the air to improve communications between campuses and among
staff and faculp members. Those schools
are implementing wireless-based programs,
ranging from distance education to mobile

phone sets.
A microwave-based sYstem allows
SLCC to grab programming off a satellite
and redirect it to the school's three campuses or any of several other locations
around the St. Louis area, according to
Jack Canavera, manager of telecommunications and engineering for SLCC. "Our
centrahzed hub lets us take anything and
rebroadcast it via microwave," he says. The
system can handle either C-band or Kuband downlinks from the satellite.
Captured signals can be sent either to
another location or to the broadcast hub in
downtown St. Louis, where theY are
broadcast throughout a 30-mile radius'
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The result is an extension of SLCC's
educational reach via Instructional Television
Fixed Service. ITFS is an FCC-licensed TV
outlet that is broadcast in a limiterl area.
SLCC has four channels of ITFS provided in
partnership with a local wireless cable carrier
that uses the school's excess capacit5r. "ln
return we get equipment maintenance and
use of a 200-watt upgraded transmitter,"
Canavera says. The deal may allow them to
upgrade the analog network to digital in the
future.
The three campus locations-Forest Park,
Florissant Valley, and Meramec--are connected with line-of-sight microwave. They
also have use of a 565 Mbps fiber-optic
system (currently being upgradecl to 2 Gbps

oc-48).
"The ITFS system has the ability to allow
students to ask questions through a talkback
system," Canavera says. "This is provided by
bringing the audio subcarriers back on the
same microwave link from the KETC public
TV tower that is carrying the satellite video/
audio."
The antenna used in ITFS reception is a
parabolic reflector tuned to teceive the 2.5
GHz signal from the ITFS transmitters. The

receive antennas are available in a

variety of sizes from 2 to 8 feet in
diameter. "The farther from the
transmit site the receiver is located,
the larger the antenna will need to

be," he explains. The signal that

is

picked up is then sent through the
transmission line to a down converter. That converter changes the
2.5 GHz signalto the 60 MHz for
Channel 3 or 66 MHz for Channel4.
"The down converter should be
mounted as close to the receive
antenna as possible to avoid signal
attenuation that happens with the
higher frequencies such as the 2.5
GHz signal," Canavera says. From
the output of the down converter,
normal coax can be run since it is
now at normal TV frequency.
"We sit at 600 feet up the KETC
tower," he continues. That's a good
bit higher than the 160leet where
they started out, but it ensures that
signals are received throughout the
broadcast area.
Transmitters at each ITFS receive
site allow talkback signals from the
classroom to be transmitted back to
the ITFS antenna on the KETC
tower. They are sent back to the
master control over the microwave
STL interconnect between the
master center and the tower.

"ln order for a site to receive the
signal from an ITFS transmitter, the
receive antenna must be able to
'see'the transmit antenna," he
continues. "That means exactly
what is said-if something is
blocking the path between the
receive and transmit antenna, the
receive antenna must be moved
until it can see the transmit antenna. "

He says the best way to do that
is to mount a 2-foot antenna on a
push-up antenna mast. Antenna
height can be changed until a signal
is received. He warns that tests
done during the winter may result in

signals fading in the spring and
summer when leaves come back on

the trees. "Leaves absorb the 2.5
GHz signal. The signalmay disappear when the leaves are present, "
he says.

28-31 GHz LMDS
To date, Virginia Tech is the only
university to have won licenses for

LMDS deployment, which is a
licensed millimeter wave frequency
in the 28-31 GHz range. "We are
the only communiQ wiih a rural
LMDS deployment in the U.S.,"
according to Cortney Martin,
director of advanced broadband
wireless networking.

In September, Virginia Tech
demonstrated simultaneous voicedata-video over one wireless pipe.
"While the technology willbe
capable of supporting multigigabit
service in the future, first generation
systems are offering from 10 to 20
Mbps service," Martin says. "We
showed analog voice, voice-over-lP,
data (Web browsing), and MPEG-2
videoconferencing to Richmond,
Virginia. "
Virginia Tech is heading up
Educause's newest working group
on broadband wireless. The university boasts two of the most wellknown wireless research centers in
the world. "Our licenses give faculg
and students hands-on experience
in the technology, regulatory, and
business issues of broadband
wireless, " Martin continues.
Virginia Tech purchased four Ablock LMDS licenses covering
16,500 square miles of rural
southwest Virginia and portions of
Tennessee and North Carolina to
create a regional testbed for broadband wireless technology. It operates at 1,150 MHz. The licenses give
faculty and students the unique
opportuniQ to do applied research
in areas such as LMDS signal
propagation, systems and components, and antenna design. A major

goal of the research is to work with
industry to accelerate the development of the technology toward
lower-cost components and to
prove the technical and financial
viability of LMDS in the rural
market.

LMDS will extend the state's
public AfM network, Network.
Virginia, so that broadband connectivity may be brought to more
locations, especially as a way to
provide economical access to new
network-based learning.
As a first step toward these goals,
the university has joined with
Wavtrace, Inc., of Bellevue, Washington, to deploy the first rural

point-to-multipoint time division
duplexing (TDD) system in the
countr5r. "But we don't have a
commitment just to Wavtrace,"
Martin says. "We'd like to get some
FDD (frequency division duplexing)
signals up too. "
Phase 1 of the three-beam, fivecustomer system was installed in
Blacksburg, home to Virginia Tech
and the Blacksburg Electronic
Village. "The technology really is
working well," Martin continues.
"The radios work well. Any problems we've had have been more
software-related and getting different vendors' equipment to work
together. "
Phase I, one beam and two
remotes, started in late March and
concluded with an installation in
mid-May. Comprehensive site
survey checklists were used to take
careful note of roof conditions,
grounding, cable runs, power, and
equipment closets. In early April,
sites were selected for Phase I.
Virginia Tech offices and student
space in off-campus leased space
were selected for the initial phase.
They were off the campus network
and relied upon leased lines or dialup connections to reach the campus
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Itl,s

provisioned to deliver 3-DS1s to
each remote site over the lOBaseT
interface to feed the building
Ethernet networks for high-speed
data service. In the future, limited
voice testing will occur using the
campus PBX. The remotes are
2,700 and 3,000 feet from the hub
slte, 77.7 degrees apart, which is
well within the 3O-degree beam
width.

exciting for us becauserthe

wireless technology has en-

abled us to deliver fast network connectivity to a sector
of our students we wouldn't
otherwise be able to servepulling fiber to'a building that

Several engineers from Wavtrace
returned along with an experienced
installer from Strata to complete
Phase I. Hub equipment was

only hous€s f6ur customers

installed first on top of a 72-story
dorm in the center of campus. The

is not feasible at thisrpoint, ,
*Shei/s Smifh
i
Montana State

U niu.

low-profile outdoor equipment is
just barely visible from the ground.
Each frame can hold up to six
transmit-receive assemblies covering
90 degrees with up to two assem-

-Bozemon

blies per 3O-degree sector. There is
a rooftop equipment shed to house
the indoor hub unit, UPS, and

infrastructure. The Wavtrace
equipment offered a significant
improvement in service. Building
owners and potential users were
approached and informed about the
new technology. Reactions were
uniformly favorable, and the only
questions that arose were about RF
health issues and the possibility of
electromagnetic interference with
sensitive equipment. Once these
concerns were allayed and leases
were amended to include roof
access, sites were readied for
installation. Remote access equipment was ordered, analog lines
installed, electrical circuits added,
grounding evaluated, and roof

remote access equipment. The hub
indoor equipment is fed from the
main campus switch with singlemode fiber into the OC-3 port. With
the prep work done, installing the
hub was relatively simple and was
done in less than a day. Some time
was spent getting the existing mount
plumb and performing the alignment, which was made challenging
by the fact that compasses would
not work around the building steel.
By the end of day one, the hub was
up and running.
Portions of day two and three
were spent installing, testing, and
monitoring each of the two remote

mounts assembled.
"LMDS is subject to rain-fade,"
Martin notes. Tech's system has a
1.S-mile reach on a line of sight.
"However, you can go to the
horizon if you are willing to pay
more," she says. A setup like theirs
costs about a quarter million dollars,

sites.

plus a spectrum-licensing fee.

Initially, the equipment allows for
seven DSls per beam, which was
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antenna. The roof at one location
had just enough "play" that after the
equipment was alignecl with many
bystanders on the roo{, it had to be
realigned when the sprzctators
climbed down off the roof! With this
minor adjustment completed, the
team was able to experience the
airlinks by downloading Web pages,
transferring {iles, and ernjoying the
dramatically improved per{ormance
on the Ethernet LAN. Phase II,
which added a third rermote in a
second beam, came up in August.

"This is a good option for
extended campuses," Martin says.
"But it is no replacement for fiber.
Fiber would be the best way to go,
but this is the next best option. "

Hybrid Network
At Montana State lJniversityBozeman, Sheila Smith, ResNet
coordinatorrauxiliary services. says
they are in the process of launching
a combination wireless/fiber/CAf 5
backbone in the familrT and graduate housing. The project, planned
for completion in the late summer,
was delayed a bit by "technical
difficulties. " The problem had to do
with improper installal.ion of the
antenna cables by the contractor.
"We have had a wiLreless network
in one of our building:; for the past
year with no problems and are now
in the process of expanding that
wireless backbone to rzncompass
our other buildings in family and
graduate housing," Srnith says. The
wireless product will serve about
600 possible connections. "This is
our second year operating ResNet, a
fiber backbone connection to the

Nonpenetrating mounts with
cinder-block ballast were used to
preserve the integrity of the fla|
rubber-coated rooftops. Mounting

campus network in our other
residence halls on caropus for our
single undergraduate students, " she

and aligning the customer equiPment was a straightforward and
quick procedure that used a sPecially designed voltmeter to determine the optimum placement of the

The wireless product being
deployed is a series of Lucent 8
Mbps and 2 Mbps wireless bridges
connecting to 3Com r;tacked 10
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900 MHz and it was unsuccessful. It
just didn't work. "
The Microcell phones did much
better. Each phone has three
appearances and offers the same
digital features found on a desk set.
"The latest models are very good,"
Damkroger continues. In a longdistance demonstration, there was
no talk/iade associated with mobile
units as he walked around the

We have a rule that you
don't carry a phone into a
meeting unless you get the
group's permission beforehand.

facility.

*Fred Damkroger
Konsas State

{J

Each antenna covers a 300 bY
500 meter ellipse. The sYstems are
not inexpensive, he admits. Cost is

niuersity

determined by the number of
antennas required and can range
from $10,000 for a simple installation to $100,000 in a complex one.

Mbps Ethernet switches. "Once we
are past the current hurdle, I expect
the Lucent product to operate as

In relatively easy locations, like the
telecom facility in East Stadium, two
antennas placed in the false ceiling
do the trick. At the library, with all of
its metal interference structures,
dozens of antennas were required.

seamiessly as the one wireless

system we've had running for the
past year, " Smith says.

"lt's exciting for us because the
wireless technology has enabled us
to deliver fast network connectivity
to a sector of our students we
wouldn't otherwise be able to

"We were the first in the countrY
with a multistory 1,900 MHz digital
system," Damkroger continues. The
library installation was so successful
that they added the football coaching staff and recruiters. "They are ail
over the gym and practice fields and
need to be in touch," he explains.
"They are not trapped at their desks
and they have the same digital
display and functions they would
have with their desk set. "

serve-pulling fiber to a building
that only houses four customers is
not Ieasible at this point, " she
continues.

Walking and Thlking
Everyone knows the trapped
feeling as they sit tied to their desk
waiting for an important call to come
through. At Kansas State University
in Manhattan they've managed to
free workers from their desks,
thanks to Lucent Microcell wireless
phones. "We are just enormously
pleased with them," says Fred
Damkroger, director of telecommunications at K-State.

The only complaint he has heard
is not about the technologY, but the
problem of the phones going off in
meetings. "There's a simPle solution: We have a rule that You don't
carry a phone into a meeting unless
you get the grouP's Permission
beforehand," he says.

'

The project got started in a
difficult environment: the library.
The library is five stories tall and
filled with metal book stacks. "The
staff needed to be able to walk
around and still carry a phone with
them," Damkroger says. "TheY tried
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says Linda Levenhagerr at the

University of Wisconsin-Milwaukee.
The state's current venrlor is
Cellular One. The state contract
calls for a minimal monthly charge
plus airtime fees. New rrsers get their
choice of a free flip phone or car
phone. If the department wants a
different phone, they can paY the
added amount to Cellular One. The
rates are favorable beciluse o{ the
state's economies of scale.

Although it looks sirnple enough,
there were a few twists along the
implementation path, she says.
"We've found one size shoe doesn't
fit all. Major issues we',re faced
using this contract relate to transmission quality for our on-campus users
and the emergence of new digital
cellular and PCS services in our
metro area. At first, we thought the
Cellular One contract would take care
of all our users. It hasn'rl worked out
that way," she continues.
Regardless of whether it is analog
or digital cellular or PC.S service, the
key factor relating to transmission
quality seems to be antenna

placement and coverage,
Levenhagen says. Cost issues relate
more to economy of scale (minutes)
and pricing structures r:elative to
coverage areas and roaming
agreements. "lf you bi,l the cellular
service out and service on your
campus is important, I'd suggest that
you heavily weigh your quality-ofservice requirements. Lf you're in a
metro area where there are more
choices regarding digital cellular and
PCS vendors, you may even want
to consider the possibility o{ two
bids or a couple of option categories
that relate to service qualitY," she
continues.

Cellular Service

Why Two Bids?

The next step up from camPusbased roaming is cellular. "Our
cellular service has been covered
under a statewide mandatory

For one reason, there can be
large price and service differences'
Research by the Yankrze GrouP,

contract since Novembet 1997,"

confirms the benefits o{ having

Winter 99

Boston, Massachusettr;, stronglY

multiple PCS carriers in a market.
According to that research, the
average price in the top 25 markets
dropped 10 percent after the first
PCS carrier entered the market,
then dropped an additional25
percent after the second PCS
launch.

"Over time we've developed
two categories of wireless users
here at UWM-those wanting
wireless calling service as they
travel around the city, state, or
country and those who need the
service almost as some combination of calling/two-way radio/
paging/messaging primarily for
around-campus use, " Levenhagen
explains. Physical plant, environmental health and safe!, police,
and a number of technicians fall
into the later category. "For us, the
transmission quality, coverage, and
feature set issues for these two
categories of users vary considerably," she states.

"Our biggest problems have
come with our growing number of
on-campus users. Because of
Cellular One's placement of
antennas in the surrounding

communi!, they could not provide
adequate service in many areas on
our campus, especially basements,
utility areas, parking structures, etc.
Calls either could not be made
from those locations or had so

much static that callers could not
understand each other. We found
that price didn't matter very much
if you couldn't make a call in the
first place. The state's contract

didn't help these users," she adds.
The result is a rather mixed bag.
Cellular One provides service for
traveling staff.
For on-campus staff, Levenhagen uses Ameritech Cellular
(they have an on-campus antenna), Prime Co PCS, and Nextel
(they provide a combined two-way

radio and digital cellular service for

our police department). "The
actual dollar amount of the individual department's request has
dictated the type of procurement
required for these other vendors,"
she says.

Canavera's group also looked at

instituting a program through
Ameritech that would have allowed
use of cellular phones on campus
without any per-minute charge. A
faculty member could keep both a
cellular and a wireline handset on
the desk and answer either one
without regard to additional cost. In
fact, the teacher could answer the
cell phone, walk out of the building, and drive away in a car
without incurring any added
charge. Beyond a certain geographic area, however, a charge
would kick in. That program is still
on the back burner awaiting funds
approval.

Mark Novielat Idaho State
University says they have been

problem.

With the phone interface, a
radio can accept a call from
anywhere. Certain radios have a
keypad and can call out.
The grounds crew is the main
user of the system. "They sure are
happy," Damkroger says. Radios
cost $800 to $900 each with a
charger. They have the added
advantage of providing virtual talk
groups within a department. For
instance, the grounds maintenance
people can have a talk group and
telecom can have a talk group and
not interfere with one another or
anyone else. The radios have three
project channels. Groups are
controlled at the departmental
level.

using spread spectrum wireless

technology for over ayear.

"Our most recent application

we had 150 radios on the same
channel," says Damkroger. "lt was
a mess." Today, they use a
Motorola five-trunk 800 MHz
system and run 500 radios with
phone interfaces without any

is

to support an off-campus building
purchased this summer which now
houses the University Housing
Office," he says.
"We provide a 3 Mbps full
duplex link and save the cost of the
ongoing US West dedicated T-1
normally used. We are now looking
at a DS3 link to our off-campus
linear accelerator, in conjunction
with Internet2 connectivitgr to
replace an existing dedicated T1
leased from US West," he continues. Idaho State has also used
wireless to provide temporary
service to locations on campus that
have had cable cuts or upgrades to
plant facilities during the conshuc-

tion process.

Radio Talk

Another advantage Damkroger
discovered is that the units eliminated the need for K-State to react
to any FCC frequency allocation
changes on the spur of the moment. "Out here on the prairie it
might not be such a big problem,
but in other places it could be. The
last thing we wanted was to be
forced to do something in a hurry. "
However, when hardwiring is a
problem, a wireless solution can be
installed in a hurry-and make a
modern-day hero of the telecom
administrator who proposes taking
a flier on a wireless network.
Curt Harler is o t'reelance writer and
contributing editor t'or fhe ACUTA
Journal. He has recently published a
book entitled Web-Based Net'work
Management-Beyond the Browser,
which is reuiewed on page 45 of this
issue of fhe Journal. Reach Curt at
curt@cuftharler.com.

K-State moved to 800 MHz
radio five years ago. "Before that,
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Wireless LANs;

ngto a
Campus Near You?

Comi

by Ron Kovac, PhD
and Steve Jones, PhD
The sheer number of products and manufacturers in the wireless LAN (WLAN) market should at
least demand some attention from university

managers. The numerous vendors and the plethora
of products certainly attest to the demand found for
the products. Coupled with these current production
levels are excellent projections for the future of
wireless technology. The Yankee Group, out of
Boston, Massachusetts, projects a six-fold increase in
the revenue for WLANs by the year 2000.

Similarly, the Giga Information Group, also out of
Masschusetts, is projecting a multi-fold increase to

1.2 million units shipped by the year 2000 with
drastic reductions in cost for the units.

However, the field of WLANs is not without its
issues. The issues can be categorized into two major
areas: misunderstanding in the field and technical
limitations.

With any new technology there are some misunderstandings in the field. WLANs were not created
to replace the current Ethernet infrastructure; they
were created to enhance and expand the infrastructure. Nor is WLAN technology aimed at roaming on
the beaches of California. In an office environment
where workers need to be mobile or where lhere are
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innumerable MACs (moves, adds, and changes),
WLANs fit the bill perfectly.
Additionally, WLANs are perfect for situations
where physical wiring is impossible or impractical
(such as marble floors and historic buildings). For
many vertical niche markets (education, healthcare,
retail, and manufacturing), WLANs have hit the
mark.
Technical limitailons (range, interference, and
speed) are other areas that are problematic, or at
least are perceived to be problematic. Speeds are
advertised at 1 to 2 Mbps and more, but actual
throughput is found to be less. This appears to be
problematic given our benchmark of a 10 Mbps LAN,
but if we factor in the actual speed of LANs and
other choke points of the network (slower WAN
links, server speed), maybe this is not as big a
problem as it appears. The important element for
speed is that it is right for the application(,s) run.

Overview of WLAN Technology
The two moving parts of WLANs are the access

points (APs) and the NIC card. The APs provide the
gateway between the wireless device ancl the WLAN.
The NIC card turns a device (desktop PC, portable
PC, or any handheld device) into a transceiver that

communicates with the

Figure

1.

AP

(See

Figure 1: Wireless LANs

)

WLANs are based on a technol-

ogy similar to that in a traditional
Ethernet CSMA/CD network. Since
two-way communication-sending
and receiving simultaneously-is
cost prohibitive in wireless technology, another approach has been
developed. The carrier sense
multiple access/collision avoidance
(CSMA/CA) used in WLANs
transmits a signal that requests
access to the network (request to
send or RTS). If the AP is free, it
will return a transmission that
indicates that it is clear to send (CTS). Once this
signal is received by the original transmitting device,
it will start sending its signal. If there is activity on the
network and the AP is not available {or access, the
returned signal will cause the waiting-to-send party to
perform a random time-delay waiting sequence
similar to CSMA/CD. This sequence adds delay to
the signaling process, which reduces the possible
throughput of the WLAN netuuorks.

Within this transmitting sequence is the need to
work, or roam, between cells. Stand-alone applications where a single AP is accessed by various
wireless users (single-cell) that are geographically
limited to just the single AP do not require the same
sophistication as roaming users. Multiple-cell sites
need to have a "handoff" protocol similar to cellular
telephone services. Proper cell configuration allows
for an overlap of cell edges, where power attenuation
from one AP is sensed by the roaming device and
the increased signal from the other AP is calculated
for handoff possibilities. The sequencing of handoffs
varies from vendor to vendor, so it is imperative that
the network manager work with the supplier to
determine AP load (users per area), speed of handoff
(how fast users are moving through the area), and
what type of prioriQ sequencing the system uses for
traffic allocation. These issues will have a direct
impact on the system configuration and the ability to
maintain posted speeds.

Two modes of transmission are common with

WLANs. Spread spectrum technology has been
used in wireless communications to reduce noise,
which in return reduces the received errors of the
signal. Spread spectrum uses multiple frequencies
throughout a given range to provide this reliability.
Frequency hopping spread spectrum (FHSS) has

W1teless

Drvice

evolved as the preferred method over other transmission technologies as the most cost effective and
efficient use of bandwidth.
FHSS stations signal on specific frequencies during
specific allocated time slots. When the time duration
allocated expires, the signal "hops" to another
frequency that is predetermined and known to both
ends of the signal. The time length and number of
hops occurring is dictated by the IEEE 802.11
standard. By hopping the frequencies in this manner,
the signal suffers less o{ a chance of interference on
one specific frequency and allows at least a partial
signal to get through if there is large disturbance.

Wireless Bridging
An area parallel and complementary to WLAN

is

the wireless bridge. Wireless bridging occurs in the FCC
spectrum of unlicensed services. The ability to connect
line-of-site infrastructure without the use of leased or
privately installed landlines allows for numerous applications: network extensions, bypass of last-mile LEC
control, disaster backup for existing connections, and
flexibility in implementation for temporary network
requirements. The low cost and robust nature of
microwave technologies used in providing these pointto-point routes can give network managers the
capacity to respond quickly to out-of-building demands without waiting for right-of-way approvals for
cable installations, LEC engineering to condition
existing lines, or the go-ahead to tear up paved areas
beh,r",een structures to establish a connection.
Taylor University's branch location in Fort Wayne,
Indiana, recently implemented the use of a wireless
bridge to extend the LAN to a group of users a block
away from the main campus. Right-of-way issues
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across a busy street helped the network manager
decide to use the technology. The need to extend
the LAN even farther down the street to a possible
new location with the wireless technology has

already been engineered into the network.

CTT serves all on-campus academic units and is
especially strong within the Teachers College,
assisting the various K-12 school districts in the
region. CTT operates evaluation labs, a state-of-the
art videoconference room, and training facilities, and
includes a research arm to assist in technology integra-

Use in the University Environment
Ball State University in Muncie, Indiana, located
strategically between the mountains and the seashore, has been monitoring the WLAN field since
1993 to watch for capabilities that would match the
needs of the university.

In the summer of 1998, the Center for Information and Communication Sciences (CICS), an
academic unit at Ball State, had contracted with
Communicqtions News to evaluate the current
product suites and to recommend superior products
for corporate use. The research resulted in an
evaluation report that was published in the magazine
in July 1998. The research noted a viable suite of
products with a price point and feature sets appropriate for universiQ needs. The research report was
read by UniversiQ Computing Services and other
units within the university, and a match between
need and product was found.
One of these universiQ units was the Center for
Teaching Technology (CTT), which is charged with
helping faculty use technology, finding better ways to
use technology, and assisting K-12 preservice and
in-service education for both adminishators and
teachers.

tion.

After reviewing the CICS report and evaluating
the price, quality, reliability, and customer support
for WLAN products, CTT decided to procure and
implement two wireless LANs to conduct a research
study and to assist preservice educators and current
K-12 students in the use of technology. These preservice educators were to use the WLAN for elechonic creation and submission of lesson plans,
integration of Web research tools, and access to
library resources. Each student was provided a
portable PC, and the students in the study group
were also given WLAN cards.
The first of these WLANs was set up in the Center
for Teaching Technology. CTT occupies one full floor
of the Teachers College and the WLAN was to
provide coverage for the entire floor. The second
WLAN was set up in the campus school. to provide
coverage for two full floors of the buildirtg. Technical
designs of both WLANs were similar with four access
points providing connectivity between the portable
PCs and the 10 Mbps wired LAN. (See Figure 2.)
The WLANs provided approximately 2 Mbps of
connectiviQ to the switched wired 10 Mbps LAN
segments (at2.4 GHz transmission frequency).
Internet protocol (lP) addresses were assigned
dynamically with dynamic host configuration protocol (DHCP).
The purpose of these WLAN
implementations was to see if
ease of access (via the
WLANs)would aid the pre-

Figure 2: WLAN layout

service instructors and the
K-12 students in their use of
technology ancl, therefore,
their learning. 'fwo classes of
preservice instructors were
observed. One of the classes
used portable PCs and the
WLAN connec:tivity to
provide them seamless and
fledble access to the camPus

network. The other

class

used desktop PCs connected direcfly into the
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campus LAN. The capabilities of the WLAN environment provided the preservice instructors with
capabilities similar to LAN connectivity, but with
additional flexibility and mobilip.

The goal of the WLAN implementation was to
bring the technology to the users rather than the
users to the technology. By creating the ad hoc
network through WLANs, the technology became
easier to set up and move and assisted user training,
and therefore user comfort level and proficiency.
The WLAN environment also allowed for increased
rotational activities for students and flexibilip and
mobility not existent before.
Lessons Learned

From the educational and research side much was

learned. Although the final data is still being analyzed lor a formal research report, an initial examination of the results suggests that integration of WLAN
technology significantly increased student knowledge
and comfort level. This preliminary view of the data,
coupled with a review of the anecdotal responses of
the users, strongly encourages us to provide further
flexibility and comfort with technology to aid in the
integration of technology for the users.
Subsequent attitudinal responses appear to
indicate that the ease of technology use substantially
increases the integration of technology into future
classroom use. The Center for Teaching Technology
expects the final report to be finished and published
by the end of the calendar year.

From the technical side much was also learned.
There was initial concern that the speed of the
WLAN, being lower than the wired LAN segment,
would limit its usefulness. This was not the case. The
WLAN speed was more than able to handle the data
hansfers necessary.
Some learning was required in other areas. AP
setup appeared to be tricky, and the placement of
these antennas proved crucial to success. It was also
pleasantly discovered that after AP placement, the
operation and ease of setup was very smooth and
transparent to the user.
Based on our experience, claims of 60 users per
access point are inflated. We found 15 users per
access point to be optimal.

Conclusion
The use of WLANs in a universip environment
has its strengths and weaknesses. Certainly it can be
said that the cost of WLANs is higher than the wired
LANs of today. But WLANs provide mobility and
ease of access and installation that the wired environment does not. For many situaflons, these benefits
far outweigh the detriments of WLANs. Cost of
ownership should take into consideration the mobility and flexibility that comes with WLANs.
When reviewing the different products, it is
important to look at all of the buying criteria as a
whole to accurately determine which product would
be best suited for your situation. Although range,
speed of throughput, and power consumption are
important technical considerations, the factors of
usabilip and vendor support are also critical to
implementation (especially for the network adminishator).
Varying environmental factors (e.g., wall construction, RF activi!, and current interference) should
also be factors of concern. It is probably wise to
explore your environment and discuss your assessment with any prospective vendor. Most vendors
will send someone out to assist in this process
(especially if the sale is substantial).

After many frustrating years, the IEEE provided
final approval to the 802.71standard. With the
ratification of 802.11 and the newly allocated 5 GHz
band, the future can only be brighter for WLAN
products. 802. 11 provides standards for the physical
and MAC layers of WLAN technology. For the
physical layer,802.77 provides for direct sequence
spread spechum (DSSS) and FHSS technology as
well as Infrared. Increased interoperabilip, distance,
range, usability, and competition coupled with lower
prices are all on the horizon for the WLAN products.
Certainly the vertical markets of WLAN will grow,
and we also project broad acceptance in the horizontal markets.
Dr. Steue Jones ond Dr. Ron Kouac (rkouac@gw.bsu.edu)
ore both senior prot'essors in the Center t'or lnt'ormotion
and Communicotion Sciences ot Ball Stote Uniuersity. The
Center operotes an Applied Research lnstitute that reuiews
and explores uanous technologies in the telecommunications orena.

Y

Rough costs for the WLAN equipment were
about $1,000 per access point and $300 per PC
wireless card. These prices could be brought down
substantially for a bulk purchase.
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Goin g Wireless

for Last-Mile
Connectivity
by Linda Lindgren
No Lines, No Waiting

In the wire-bound world of the
telegraph of a hundred years ago,
the invention of the "wireless" radio,
capable of transmitting and receiving voices through thin air, must
have seemed like magic.

By utilizing wireless technologies
such as radio frequencies, infrared,
or microwave, wireless LANs and
bridges provide connectivity within
and between buildings, without the
need for physical wire.

Similarly, it is the vision of the
wireless campus, where students,
faculty, and staff roam untethered,
accessing the network via unplugged laptop, handheld-or even
wearable-mobile devices, that
captures popular imagination.

A growing number of colleges
and universities are taking advantage of wireless technology to
deliver last mile connectiviQ, when
and where wiring is not practical for
reasons such as the following:

. The physical condition of the
building (e.g., asbestos, marble
floors) makes pulling cable expen-

But while new standards for
interoperability, higher bandwidth,
and lower prices are indeed bringing
exciting new wireless options for the
network user, equally important is
the role of wireless technology as a
practical, here-today way to extend
the connectivity of existing wired

sive, dangerous, or impossible.

o

Cabling is prohibited or complicated by building codes (e.9.,
Historic Registry site).

networks.
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.

The need for connectivity is
temporary, for example in temporary classrooms or housing.

. The building in question is not
owned by the college or university.
.

A connection is required between buildings separated by a
public thoroughfare, private property, or natural physical barrier,
such as a river or pond.

. The time to implement a wired
solution (e.g., pulling or laying
cable, construction, permitting,
getting a leased T-1 line) is too long.
.

A disaster or accident (backhoe
damages {iber) interrupts critical
connections.
As an adjunct to wired networks
in these kinds of situations, wireless
networks deliver a number of key
advantages, including the following:

Twenty buildings are connected with eight poinf
to-multipoint wireless interbuilding systems.

qf,tf
o
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. Speed: A wireless LAN or bridge
can be installed and operaflonal
within hours.

.

Flexibility and investment
protection: Wireless solutions can
be moved and redeployed to
respond to changing requirements
quickly and easily.

.

Scalability: Wireless can be
expanded and upgraded incrementally and easily to support from 10
to 10,000 users.

. Tiansparency: Wireless links are
transparent to network protocols,
applications, and users, and are
fully manageable by SNMP tools.
o

Cost: In addition to providing
connectiviQ in situations where
cabling or laying fiber would be
more expensive, wireless links can
help reduce line-leasing costs, and
total life cycle costs can be significantly lower, especially in dynamic

environments.

Wireless Works at WPI
In the summer ol 1997, Worcester Polytechnic Institute (WPI) in
Worcester, Massachusetts, implemented a wireless network extending the connectivityr of its ATM
campus that provides an excellent
case in point.
Recognized as one of the most
technologically sophisticated
universities in the nation, WPI offers
a unique project-based curriculum

in which students identifu, seek
professorial sponsorship for, and
then contribute to real-world
projects, working directly with
corporations, government agencies,
and nonprofit organizations worldwide.
This opportunip to work on real
problems with professionals in their
area of study attracts top technical
students to WPI from around the
world. What also attracts them, says

23

Sean O'Connor, the manager of
WPI's data and telecommunications
network, is cutting-edge technology.
"Prospective students ask us,

'What's the networking speed in the
dorms?' " says O'Connor. "And I
think that's very indicative of where
things are going. "
To support its project-based work

and attract top students, WPI
invested more than a million dollars
in its campus network last year, an
investment that seems to have paid
off. Last year, Yahoo! Internet Life
magazine ranked WPI numberl0
among 400 top colleges and
universities for the access its students have to leading-edge computer technology.
Since the late 1980s, WPI
students have had free and unlimited access to the campus network
(today an ATM network with OC48
backbone) and the Internet via
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Greek councils responsible for
wiring within iheir houses) would

hundreds of PCs and workstations

in computer labs.
of the residents in its on-camPus
housing a direct connection to the
campus network for an annual fee.
The program, which enabled
students to work on even bandwidth-hungry engineering applications in their own rooms, Proved so

"lt was a big investment in
something that was a little iffy in
terms of return," says O'Connor.
"And in ayear and a half, a lot of
students would cycle through
without seeing any result from that

successful that soon the students

investment."

living off campus in the school's
Greek fraternity and sorority houses
began asking for their own direct

Exploring the Wireless

With the Greek system comprising nearly 40 percent of the student
body and those students limited to
dial-up modem connections, the
university felt it was important to
offer a more equivalent direct
network access, says O'Connor.
But there were problems.

structures

-

lo.uteJ';il;"

and

tific, and Medical) spectrum set
aside by the FCC' neither frequency
requires licensing' resulting in a
yeat-afler-year savings'
Today all of the wireless

interbuilding systems in the wPI
network have a 16 Mbps data rate
delivering an effective 5.7 Mbps of
actual user data throughput with
hiqh-security 16 PSK Trellis encod-

inl and a spreading factor of 32
^'i-^
baud' The universitv is

::T,o*
aoout to test its first OC3 wireless
[ink, delivering high_speed connec-

the.u-o,1,.""'= ilHJ:;[fl:"i:i-,[:::icouncir

After evaluating solutions from
the top five makers of wireless
equipment, WPI chose a direct
sequence spread spectrum (DSSS)
radio technology solution from
Direct Network Services (DNS).
Of all the wireless solutions, this
one delivered the greatest speed
and longest range at least cost, says
O'Connor, noting that an alternative
microwave-based solution cost
almost $100,000 more.

residence.

Second, WPI's historical, S0-acre
campus is situated in the center of
New England's second largest city,
and many of the sites are located

Using the DNS solution, the
schoolcould provide 2 Mbps
connections to the fraternitY and
sorority housing, do it for less than
40 percent of the wired cost, and do

across streets or private property.

The Cost and Delay of Fiber

it in a matter of weeks.

"First we looked at running
fiber," says O'Connor, "but we
soon realized that laying fiber would

Today, 20 buildings are connected with eight point-to-multipoint
wireless interbuilding systems (see
Figure 1). Antennas mounted on
the roofs of the four tallest campus
structures transmit signals from
wireless hubs connected to the
campus ATM network. Antennas on
the roofs of the Greek Council
houses transmit data from wireless
transceivers connected to the

require a lot of permits, right-ofways, and digging up of city streets.
Even though we felt the city of
Worcester would be very supportive, obtaining permits would take
time. And digging up the streets
would mean a lot of construction,
contractors, and inconvenience for

our neighbors. "

students'LAN.

In all, the school figured that the
cost of laying fiber alone (with the
of Telecommunications in Higher Education
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one-mile radius of the campus,
all had a line of sight to some
structure on

First of al[, the school didn't own
the buildings. And while it was likely
the buildings would continue
housing fraternities and sororities,
there was a risk to the school in
making a significant investment in
what might become a private

journa(

Alternative

The good news, from a wireless
perspective, was that all of the

connections.
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between $1 million and $1.25
million-and take up to a year and
a half to implement.

In 1994, WPI began offering all

at2'4 GHz
hub managthe
with
and 5.7 GHz,
ing and controlling transceivers. As
part of the ISM (lndustrial, scien-

nels, transmitting data

The network uses two seParate
upstream and downstream chana
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intrabuilding 802.71 wireless LAN
that will provide roaming capabilifles
at key houses.
If that goes well, says O'Connor,
the institute will explore using
wireless LAN technology to offer
roaming wireless intrab uilding
connections to students using their
laptops in the new student center,
which is currently under construction, and in the library, augmenting
the existing hardwired, plug-in ports.
Roaming will also be offered
outdoors on the campus quad.

"Right now I believe you can
buy a 2 Mbps wireless card for a
laptop for under $200, " says
O'Connor. "That's in the realm of
feasibility for a lot of our students.
Most will probably want to stick to
wire drops if they're doing server
applications. But if you're having
lunch, you want to read e-mail,
relax, surf the Web a little. Most
people are not going to start writing
a C program and compiling it while
eating. So we're going to be asking
them if it's something theY want. "

Looking Back: Special Considerations
Looking back, O'Connor admits

to some initial doubts about imple_
menting a wireless LAN of the scope
WPI did. "At the time, two years
ago, wireless was cutting-edge stuff.
I couldn't help but wonder: Is this
going to be more painful than it is
worth?" Certain issues loomed large
and deserved special consideration,
such as installation and set-up,
securit5r, reliability, performance,
and the implications of the new
Internet2.

29th Annual
Conference & Exposition
30-Augusr 3, 2O0O
Washington, DC
Marriott Wardman park Hotel
July

Installation and Set-up
"We did a site survey up front so

we knew where our problem shots
would be. In a couple of places we
had to him some trees and we had
some issues on where to mount
antennas on the houses. But all in
all, it was pretty seamless. "

*
*

Secunty

*
*
*
*

From a securitSr standpoint,

O'Connor knew that the DSSS
radio technology used by the
WLAN was originally developed by
the U.S. military to provide reliable
and secure voice communication in
the field. In addition, he knew that
the solution had multiple levels of
security from password protection
to system keys to encoding.
Still, with hundreds of sensitive
industry and government projects at
risk, O'Connor says he personally
"made sure people can't sniff
anything over the airwaves, just like
we make sure they can't sniff
anything off of the wire. Trust me; I
tried it. It's part of my job not to
believe anybody. "

Reliability
When it comes to reliable
performance, says O'Connor, "the
wireless technology has served us
well. In two years, we lost a hub
once. And we had our first antenna
problem only recently with Hurricane Floyd. One of the antenna
seals broke and water got in. DNS
was out the next day and fixed it. "

Four Keynote/General Session Speakers
Four Educational Tracks:
Leadership and Management
Supporting Services for Faculty, Staffand Studenrs
Emerging Technologies, Networks, & lnfrastructure
Legislative/Regulatory and Related Topics
4o+ BreakoutSessions

to0+ Exhibitors
Opportunities for professional Networking
Awards and Recognition

Visit our website for More rnformation: www.acuta.org

Performance

With hardwired OC3 ATM links
delivering speeds of 155 Mbps to
residents in campus housing, does
O'Connor think the wireless links
can keep up?

"l think they will. The only thing
you need to realize is that wireless is
one generation behind wire in
network speed. You don't have
gigabit wireless yet. But I think the
speeds are catching up. Also, now
that you have wireless ATM or OC3
and you can do dual OC3 or quad
OC3 cards, I think for most applications we're getting to the point
where you can start to forget about
the fact that it is one step behind. "
O'Connor plans to upgrade his
wireless links to OC3 to support a
growing set of multimedia and
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Internet-based applications. "That's
one of the reasons we built an ATM
campus network, to handle video
and audio and to ensure quality of
service to make sure these applications run better. "

The university already delivers
interactive courses live via the
campus network. A number of
professors have set up CUSeeMe
servers, so prospective students who
live far away can interact with them.
And the WPI Web site offers a
virtual tour of the campus.
Intemet2
"As technology and as the
Internet go along, that's where we
want to be," says O'Connor. As a
matter of fact, WPI has been chosen
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When WPI installed its wireless
network, discussion of the IEEE
802.17 standard had just begun'
This standard has since matured

to be one of the universities that will
design and test the next generation
Internet, lnlernet2

(12).

12 will give WPI access to a
network backbone caPable of
carrying information 1,000 times
faster than today's Internet' It is a
true research network sponsored by
companies and government agen-

and is widely accePted todaY for
intrabuilding wireless connectivity'
Universal adherence to this standard

will eventually allow interoperability
of wireless products from different
vendors.

cies that the school is alreadY

However, as occurred in the
early stages of wired LAN develoPment, wireless Products manufactured to the 802.11 standard are
evolving, and it will likely be several

involved with.
"We're going to be a GigaPOP
lor 12," says O'Connor. "Right now
we're waiting for them to Provide an
OC12 connection from the Network
Operating Center (NOC) in New

years before Products are trulY
interoperable.

York. As soon as theY're readY,

Most wired LANs conform to
IEEE 802.3, the sPecification for
CSMA/CD-based Ethernet networks. Wireless products manufactured to this standard are recom-

we're ready."
Wireless Networks and Standards
The implementation of wireless
at WPI is a good examPle of how
products conforming to different
standards can be effectively implemented in a large network.

mended for interbuilding wireless
connections where Performance is
the most imPortant requirement'
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they can support traditional 10-100
Mbps Ethernet LANs. WPI's
wireless network was built with
these products, and theY continue
to provide the LAN speecls required
by the universitY.
The further develoPment of
wireless interbuilding neh'vorking
products will suPPort increased
bandwidth requirements. These
high-capacity wireless systems for
155 Mbps (SONET) cornLmunications will be used in manY tYPes of
high-speed applications for voice,
video, and data. Bandwi'dthintensive applications such as fullmotion video, real-time interactive
classroom distance learning will be
supported by this new generation of
products.

Joining the Wireless Club
How will wireless technologY
transform WPI, 10 Years from now
in 2OO9? No one knows. of course,
but O'Connor gets a unique
historical perspective evr:ry time he
checks the wireless LAN antenna on
the roof of SalisburY Hail. To get
there he passes through the headquarters of one of the oldest
collegiate wireless clubs in the
world, the WPI Wireless Association, founded in 1909. [:rom this
unique vantage Point hel can look
back and feel reassured about the
decision the universitY rnade to
invest in a wireless solution, and

know that this investment will
continue to paY dividends in the
years ahead.

Linda Lindgren works Luith Direct
Network Seruices, a corPorate
at'filiote ot' ACUTA. TheY con be
reached at 9781772-9978 or uia the
company Web site at
w w w.

directnetser

u.

V

ollhotized in5i6ller of th6e fr^e monufocturers

r$.xnont

Companies have been manufacturing wireless LAN Products to this
standard since 7992. These are
currently more robust products than
those conforming to 802. '11, and

com.

Cutting the Wires:

Wireless Research at
Michigan Tech
by Mick McKellar
A group of technology experts
from Michgan Technological Universi! formed the Wireless Research
Consortium (WRC) in November
7996. Before they officially completed their research two years later,
their presence was felt throughout the
Michigan Tech campus and the local
community. Their legacy not only
continues today, it holds promise for
the future as well.

The WRC was the brainchild of
Paul Aho, lecturer and director of the
Computing and Education Technology Center of the School of Business
and Economics; Mike Pionke, senior
systems programmer for Distributed
Computing Services, a division of
Information Technology; and Dr.
James S. Cross, vice provost for
Information Technology. With visions
of new technology solutions to some
lingering dilemmas, Aho, Pionke, and
Cross received a Research Excellence

Fund grant from the universityr for
their project.
An earlier research project
provided two-way data services tied
to the universip network to K-12
schools through a cable provider.
When the WRC looked into other
means of providing similar connectiv-

ity, wireless technology came to mind
and they went to work. For point-topoint connectivit5r, what they sought
included the following:

.

Portable access to existing networks

o Roaming applications providing
ubiquitous computing on campus
o

True mobile computing (in a vehicle)
to offer increased communications and
computing for public safety, law enforcement, and research applications

. High-speed access (1.5 Mbps) at
multiple points and point-to-multi-point
. Solutions that

centered around the

802.71standard

r A vendor who could provide solutions
useful in all the above applications

Initially, the search looked dismal.
Each potential solution met some
criteria, but not all. During this crucial
stage, in June 7997, Stan La Muth
joined the WRC. A senior telecommunications engineer for Information Technology, Stan would later win the 1998
Information Technology Recognition
Award for his efforts on this project. He
brought to the group a knowledge of
wireless and network data communications that resulted in extending the MTU
network to the local community.
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with other devices that meet the

Let the Tests Begin
Shortly after the addition of La
Muth, BreezeCOM was chosen to
provide hardware, and testing
began mid-August 1997. The first
link, to the Portage Lake District
Library in Houghton, staYed active
until September 1999, when the
Iibrary left due to the cost of
affiliation.

The WRC did some mobile
testing, maintaining a connection at
1 Mbps in a vehicle moving at 45
mph in spite of the fact that the
surrounding terrain was a major
obstacle. They tested roaming
applications creating access points
on campus with omnidirectional
capabilities. However, theY still
needed line-of-sight access, so
buildings were a problem.

The WRC piloted a data sYstem
with the Copper Counhy Intermediate School District for an access
point on Calumet High School
(about 12 miles away), offering
them a University Tech Center
wireless connection to the university. This worked well during the
winter, but when spring brought
leaves to the trees, line of sight was
lost. They now need a tower 80 feet
higher to maintain the connection.
The group has been working
with the J.R. Van Pelt LibrarY on
campus to create an embedded
system o{ roaming access devices
for research and services in the
library. Although they recentlY

standard, and lack drivers.

Choosing Project Sites
Asked how project sites were
selected, La Muth saYs, "We first
identified potential sites which were

currently communications'islands.'
These had, at best, dial-uP network
access. We then partnered with the
Land Surveying facultY in our
School of TechnologY and were able
to obtain very accurate GPS-based
surveying instruments which we
used to pinpoint our ProPosed
antenna locations within a few fieel.
This information was downloaded
and provided in a raw format.
"Using several tools available
from the U.S. Geodetic SurveY, we
calculated the azimuth, backazimuth, true distances between
sites, etc. We then used topographic
maps to model an actual sYstem,
complete with elevation, of each site
at ground level, with obstruction
information, antenna suPPort
requirements, and so forth. This
data produced our list of sites at
which we intended to construct links
and determined the order in which
they would be imPlemented based
on the degree of difficulP and
resources required. "
Lessons Learned

From the Wireless Research
Consortium project, La Muth saYs,
"We learned that point-to-point and
point-to-multipoint links are very
reliable and a good use of the
technology. Vehicular roaming
works in theory and in actual
practice under controlled conditions,
but terrain and foliage limited the
practical deployment of these types
of systems. Outdoor access using
laptop computers is viable and

established wireless connections on
all floors for library staff laptop
computers, before checking out
devices for client use in the
library, they must resolve Problems
with extending battery life and
limiting user access to reconfigure
the devices. Possibilities include
Windows CE devices that use less
power and lower-power-consumption wireless cards. However,these
devices don't meet the 802.11
standard, may cause interference
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Asking the right questions can
help you decide whether or not to
go wireless. La Muth suggested a
couple of important questions:
1. Is there a good reason to use
wireless technologY in a given
situation?

2. Can the goal of connectiviP be
achieved using convenflotral means
rather than wireless technology? Are
we choosing wireless because it's
"cool" and "the in thing," <>r because
it's best for the task at hand?

Linking to the Greek Houses
The campus network and
Residential Network Service is
currently being extended to the
Sigma Phi Epsilon house using a
point-to-point wireless link. The
fraternity made extensive renovations to their facility including CAT 5
wiring to every room wittr thoughts
to the future. The universitY is
working out a long-term virtual
private network solution for this
facility and the other fraternities to
allow them to have high-sPeed
access by copper or fiber-oPtic
connectivity, but this is a work in
progress. According to La Muth,
"Because the Sigma Phi EPsilon
facility was already wired and
updated, it was a natural for a Pilot
wireless connection system. We
have line-of-sight communication to
the fraternity from the center of
campus-a plus for this tYPe of
connection. The grouP was eager to
have high-speed services and have
been great to work with.
"This is the first such off-campus
student site to be serviced in this
manner, so we're also testing the
management procedures for offering
this type of service as well as the
technology. We envision wireless to
be a short-term solution, PossiblY
staying in place for 6 to 12 months.
However, the technologY could be
used on a long-term basis and with
minimal effort the hardu'are could
be redeployed. "

What's Next?
"Next is the really exciting part, "
says La Muth, "for here we will see
major technological changes which
will increase the wireless LAN
speeds and offer lower power
consumption in PCMCIA cardbased station adapters so that
Windows CE devices can take
advantage of the technology.
Competition among manufacturers
o{ standards-based devices will most
likely drive the prices down so that
more institutions, includin g K-72
and small businesses, can take
advantage of the technology at a
price within their budget limits. "
In addition, mobile wireless is
becoming viable using a variant of
wireless technology that has been
used for many years in other
applications. Slower data rates plus
store-and-forward capabilities will
allow law enforcement officers to
take advantage of mobile wireless

connectivity. We should see the first
such wireless-equipped patrol car,
complete with "heads-up" display,
in operation in our counQ before
the end of the year. Early in our
research we had partnered with the
counp sheriff's department. We
determined pretty quickly that the
wireless technology we were using
was not going to be a good "{it" for
their application. We continued to
work with them to identify a type of
wireless technology that would do
the job for them. The system is now
becoming a reality.
The Wireless Office
Will the wires go away from our
offices? "l'm somT to say no, I don't
think so," says La Muth, "certainly
not entirely. As I mentioned earlier,
we can't just select wireless technology for the sake of using wireless
and expect it to do everything for
us. Wired LANs are a good, solid,
mature technology to use for most

cases. Wireless can augment and

enhance the wired infrastructure,
adding its value along the way.
"Yes, I would love to take my

laptop to a meeting and use it
'without wires.' I'd like to roam my
home with my laptop and sit on the
deck or in my recliner and then
move up to the bedroom and be
online and productive while relaxing
and watching the 11 o'clock news.
These are things that can be done
today and are a good fit for the
technology; installing wireless station
adapters on every desktop computer in my home and office just to
make the wires to the wall jacks go
away is not an appropriate use of
the technology. "

Mick McKellor is editorlanalyst lor
Distibuted Computing Seruices, a
diuision ot' lnt'ormotion Tbchnology
at Michigon Technological Uniuersity ( http

:

II w w

w. it. mtu. edu I dcs)

.

Reach Mick at mckellay'@mtu.edu.
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lnteruiew
TonA Melone
Vice President, Networking
Bell Atlantic

For this issue urifh its t'ocus on wireless technolo gies, ACUTA' s publications committee
inuited Bell Atlantic's Tony Melone, Vice
President ot' Networking, ond Howard
Waterman, Stat't' Director, Public Relations, to
engoge in o discussion of wireless technologies
with committee member Barb Renner t'rom the
Uniuersity ot' Cincinnoti. The t'ollowing is the
text of that interuiew.
Renner: What are the major forces driving the
wireless market place?

Howard Watervvt^n
Staff Director, Public Relations
Bell Atlantic

Melone: The demand for both wir<lless voice
and data services. Let's start with v'oice. The
two primary factors influencing voice are price
and qualip of service. What we've found over
the last couple of years is that as we've been
able to efficiently deploy our digital network and
reduce our effective price-per-minute, usage on
our network has skyrocketed far above our
expectations. As people use wireless more and
more, their expectations of service quality
increase. These factors will continue to be major
drivers over the next several years.
At the same time we have wireless data right at
our doorstep. I think most of the industry is
optimistic that the next couple of years are
going to bring dramatic increases itr the number
of wireless data applications and amount of
usage.

One of the major challenges our industry
faces with respect to data is spectrum limita-

tions. That's a challenge the wireline carriers do
not face, at least for local loop, because our
spectrum is shared among users. So as we're
trying to support increased usage in voice
requirements, data applications will be sharing
the same bandwidth.

Renner: What would you say, then, are the
major challenges wireless data sen'ice providers
face?

Melone: Availability of spectrum is certainly one
of those challenges. And that's because requirements of voice just continue to exceed
everyone's forecast. A year or two ago, we
didn't even contemplate spectrum limitations.
The dramatic increase has all the industry
players looking to acquire addiflonal spectrum.
And, in fact, to deal with the future voice and
data demand, we continue to look for additional
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opportunities to meet that demand,
including the option of acquiring
additional spectrum.
Renner: Is this a worldwide phenomenon or does this seem to be
peculiar to the United States?
Melone: It's worldwide. I can't
profess to be an expert in the
policies in other countries in terms
of spectrum, but in the United
States the FCC is very much
involved in spectrum allocation. We
have spectrum caps that we have to
live with-45 MHz in any particular
market. Our cellular spechum right
now requires 25MHz So we're
limited right now given these spectrum caps to how much more we can
have. I'm not sure that's the case in
all countries throughout the world.

Renner: Can you compare their
usage to ours, relatively speaking?

Melone: In some countries, such

as

Italy, usage per customer exceeds
ours on the voice side. Data usage is
still in its infancy throughout the
world. You've heard the term 3Gthird generation wireless? 3G will
allow higher speed wireless data,
but requires significant spectrum.
The expectation is that when 3G
technology becomes availablewhich will start in the 2007
timeframe into 2003-we will have
wireless data speeds of 144 Kbps to
384 Kpbs. So, as you can imagine,
with that kind of speed, consumer
demand will increase and with that
demand will come additional
spectrum requirements. So this is an
issue we're about a year or two

ahead of, but we need to start
dealing with this issue now to plan
in advance of that demand from a
network perspective to continue to
stay ahead of customer demand.

Renner: What will be the impact of
the two proposed standards, mobile
IP and wireless application protocol?
Melone: Mobile IP is a standard that
will allow IT managers to establish

their IP address as they normally
would with any device, and if that
device gets unplugged from the jack
in someone's office or in a dorm
room and then is transported to
another city or another site on the
campus and either plugged in or
operated wirelessly, there's a
standard that allows communication
between the device and the home

network to say okay, I know who
that is, I know where they are, and
they are allowed access. It's basically a standard protocol that allows
that to occur. That's something I
think is going to be very important
to IT managers and will help them
get comfortable allowing mobility
associated with devices on their
network.
Wireless application protocol
(WAP) willallow software developers to develop applications on this
standard that they know will be
utilized by allthe equipment
manufacturers, very similar to
applications developers' comfort
with Windows in the PC environment. They know it's available, they
know it's going to be in most of the
devices, so they develop applications to that standard and they have
a high confidencelevel that there's a
major universe there to sell those
applications to.

WAP provides the same thing for
wireless. With the standard, developers will be more inclined to
develop applications they feel can
then be utilized in multiple manufactured devices across multiple
networks whether it's in Europe or
the U.S. and whether it's in a
network owned by Bell Atlantic
Mobile, Air Touch, GTE, etc. It's a
standard that will provide them a
large universe to which to market.

Waterman: What we're seeing now
is major wireless phone manufacturers putting Web microbrowsers and

Today, this new generation of
digital cell phones is offering
customers wireless e-mail and
wireless Web access right to the
handset. We plan to launch our
wireless Internet service offering via
digital wireless phones November
77. Other carriers like Air Touch and
GTE (both of whom will be merging
with Bell Atlantic over the next 1012 months) offer the same services.
So you're really seeing for the first
time wireless Internet access right to
your wireless phone.

Renner: What will be the defining
factors in selecting among competing vendors using the different
major wireless technology plat{orms:
CDMA, TDMA, and GSM?

Melone: I think going forward the
decisions have been made, and
CDMA willbe the third generation
technology. Current networks that
operate at GSM or TDMA, their
evolution to third generation and
high speed wireless data all fall
under a CDMA standard. There are
a couple of different versions of
CDMA being debated and discussed, but CDMA willbe the
prevailing technology.

Waterman: Just by way of background, BellAtlantic Mobile has
chosen the CDMA platform after
testing all platforms available. Air
Touch, GTE Wireless, Sprint PCS,
and Primeco Personal Communications, a Bell Atlantic wireless
subsidiary, have allchosen CDMA
as their digital wireless network
backbone. CDMA network voice
qualip is superior, and is the most
efficient technology, providing six to
eight times the capacity gain over
analog. This is a huge advantage
compared to the other platforms for
both our customers (more available
channels for their calls) and the
company (lower costs, network
efficiencies).

modems right into the phones.
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l;3G'will allow highei speed
rpireless data, but requires

if and when they need to. This
provides them with the convenience
of knowing what the cost is up front.
There is no monthly bill. Customers
just have to make sure that the

signi{icant spectrunr. The
aXpeetation- is that when

wireless calling cards are replenished
on an as-needed basis.

3G technology becomes

or wireless campus is concerned,
that is possible. We can do it today.
The main issue is cost and willingness to pay. As we said earlier,

i;aitrUte=".which will start
in ihe 2001 timeframe into
2003-we will have wireless, data speeds

of 144

Kbps to 384 Kpbs.

Melone: As far as the wireless office

wireless spectrum is a limited
resource. We can provide service in
a building today, and we do it bY
putting in a cell site in the building
or just outside to provide coverage.
The key here, though, is mobilitY.
And there's a value associated with

mobility.
Renner: Can your cells be somehow connected to the installed
phone system of the business or, in
our case, the universitY so we can
use the same phone numbers?

Renner: Do you expect to see more
institutions provide only wireless
phones for use both in the dorm
room and about campus, or are
there other creative options being
explored to expand services to

Melone: Yes, although it's not
necessary to do that. We are
considering those kinds of applications for the future. but what we
have to consider is the value of that
versus the available sPectrum. As

students?

you know, wireline usage

Waterman: We expect wireless
usage will significantly increase for a
number o{ reasons, including new
options like one we just announced,
the Share-a -Minute Plan, which
allows whole families and small
businesses to go wireless. The
customer can not only share
monthly access, but they can share
minutes. And it provides the ability
to call each other for free (up to 200
minutes per phone). This plan is
going to significantly increase the
number of multiple-phone house-

a lot higher than mobile or wireless
usage and a lot of that has to do

with flat-rate pricing. The problem
faced in a wireless environment is
that while there's a wire from Your
phone jack to a central office in a
landline environment that is not
shared by anyone other than the
end user, in a wireless environment
we're sharing radio channels. Due
to the shared spectrum issues we've
discussed previously, the flat-rate
type of service that customers
expect in a non-mobile environment
is generally more costly in a wireless
environment. That's the dilemma
we face, and unless customers need
the mobility, they aren't usuallY
willing to pay the Premium associated with the value of that mobility

holds and small businesses using the

technology. Another thing we're
seeing is college students selecting to
purchase wireless on a prepaid basis
and parents paying for that to give
their kids the ability to communicate
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With that said, creatirrg a so
called "layered" network is an
alternative that might be the
solution. We could design one
network to meet the dennands of a
fairly stationary environrnent (such
as a university camPus c,r dorms)

and price it accordingly. Then when
you take that same Phone out of
that environment and into a more
general cellular environrnent, the

phone would home into our normal
cellular network and we would price
that service to reflect thel added
value that mobility provides. So in
effect you would have the kind of
hybrid service you described. This
is something we're looking into, but
the main question remains, can we
do it effectively with the spectrum
available? I think we will see some
of this evolve over the rrext couple
of years.

Renner: In our situatiorr at the
University of Cincinnati, we have
certain departments that work as
much out of their offices as theY do
in their offices. It would be nice if
they could have just one Phone
number in their office, then fliP a
switch when they go oult on campus
so the cell picks them uP but still
allows them to use the:same Phone
number. Besides the cc,nvenience,
aren't we running out of Phone
numbers?

Melone: Well, of course Phone
numbers are an issue with the
number of CLECs and wireless
providers and faxes. Brrt what You
describe is available to<laY.

Renner: I know that there's a
phone where you can 11iP a switch
and go cellular, but then You have a
different phone number. You have
your cellular number and Your
landline number.
Melone: Depending on who the
provider is, services close to that are
available. With something called
single number service, whether You
have a desk phone or a wireless

phone with a certain direct number,
if someone calls one or the other
phone, it can be set up where both
phones ring and the first one you
answer controls the call and the
other one is not part of the connection any longer. That capability is
available today from many companies. So if a call comes in on the
wireless phone, we could have it
ring multiple other phones that you
choose. But if a call comes into your
landline-based phone, your landline
provider would have to offer the
same type of functionality for it to
work both ways. There are ways to
do that today; it's just a matter of
whether there's a market {or it and
whether the provider has decided to
implement such a feature. Call
forwarding is another way customers
have effectively created the same

functionalip.
Renner: Right, and with hunting
you have that available right now,
too, but you still have many phone
numbers to keep track of.
Melone: Yes, and that is because
generally you're not being served by
the same supplier and the same

network, whether it's wireline or
wireless or paging. One of the
things that can happen in the
{uture-again, spectrum limitations
aside-is a "fixed wireless" solution.
If this were deployed, we as the
wireless provider could choose to
sell a package of {ixed wireline
devices where we use the airlink to
get to your home or business and
then an antenna connects to the
inside wiring. So you have your
normal phone but transmission from
the office back to the switch is via
our cellular network.

In my home I have a phone that
has an antenna on it. It looks like a
desk phone, or unit, and I take that
unit and plug it into my inside wiring
and then I can disconnect the line
coming in from the telephone
company. In effect, all the wired

phones in my house now work from
the cellular network. With that, we
serve my home phones from the
same switch that serves my wireless
phone. Now you can provide singlenumber service you describe from
both directions very easily.

All companies are looking at
different ways of supporting this.
There are some practical limitations
and in a lot of cases customers don't
want a single number. They want to
know if an incoming call is personal
or work-related, and they don't
want that mixed. So some of the
issues are technological and some
are customer preferences.
Renner: What plans are being made
for handling 911 or E911 from a
wireless phone?
Melone: We support E911 today in
all our markets. Wireless calls to 911
we direct based on the cell site to
the appropriate PSAP location for
handling.

What will happen two years from
now will be phase II of wireless 911/
E911 where we will provide to that
emergency location information
about where that wireless customer
is located.

Waterman: Bell Atlantic Mobile has
just announced a joint venture with
Air Touch that will, when combined
with the Bell Atlantic Corporation
merger with GTE Corporation,
provide a national wireless player.
BellAtlantic Mobile at this time
serves primarily the east coast and
the southwest market area of the

country; but once these transactions
go through, you're talking about a
wireless provider with 94 of the top
100 markets and about 20 million
customers which will be by far the
largest in the country on a customer
basis. There will be changes,
certainly, given these new transactions, and there will be new options
to choose from.

As far as the wireless of-

fice or wireless campus
is concemed, that is pos-

sible. We can do it today.

The main issue is cost
and willingness to pay.

Melone: That is very significant in
the data world. What we've found is
one of the limiters to wireless data is
national footprint. And again, we're
back to applications. Let's say for
instance, a national player has a
wireless banking application they
want to develop for phones where
customers can access their accounts
via their Web phones. They don't
want to have one approach in the
eastern part of the country and a
separate service for customers in the
western part. They'd like to have
one approach, deal with one carrier,
and be national so they can capture
all their customers. And we've
found that to be very prevalent in
data applications. We think a
national footprint really becomes
important there.
Renner: There's no question that
wireless technology contributes to
the excitement of this era of rapid
change. Thank you for sharing your
perspective on what we can expect
over the coming months.
Reach Tony Melone or Howard
Waterman uia e-mail at woterho@

bam.com. Barb Renner can be
reoched at rennerbl@ucmail. uc. edu.
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Communicati ng
on a Beam of Li ght
by Dennis Robinson
Living in the communications era, we
are witnesses at the close of the millennium to phenomenal growth in telecommunications technology. Our appetite for
"faster," "more accessible," "more
reliable," and, of course, "less expensive"
seems insatiable. The combining of data
networks with voice communications and
video feed is the ultimate in connectivity
in today's bandwidth-hungry marketplace.

New networking demands and the
challenges they pose are being discussed
on campuses around the world. Today's
MIS director faces complex requirements
from customers who want building-tobuilding connectivity with full networking
speed and voice communications, and
they want it all today.
In recent years, a wireless technology
has emerged that offers the fastest, most
cost-effective and secure transmission

link. The only communication technologies that are capable of 2 billion bits per
second and beyond are fiber-optic cable
and infrared laser wireless communications, the Iocus for this article.

Optical Wireless Technology-Infrared
Laser
The term laser is an acronym for light
amplification by stimulated emission of
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radiation (LASER). By definition, a laser
is a device that produces a s'pecific
wavelength of light, also known as

coherent nondivergent light. By turning a
laser on and off quickly, you can transmit
voice, data, and video with t.hat light.
Most systems that use light focus on
the infrared spectrum. Infrared technology is wellsuited for high-bandwidth
requirements. Laser wirelessr communications devices have been in production for
more than 15 years, and demand for this

technology is growing worldwide.
Infrared laser devices are safe, easy to
use, and cost effective for building-to-

building communication transmission
media. There are several advantages to
using an infrared laser communication
device:

o
.

Requires no FCC license

Provides wire-speed interbuilding
connectiviQ (1 Mbps-2.5 Gbps)

.

Is protocol independent (compatible

with all network topologies)

.

Is capable of transmittingl voice, data,

and video over the same pc,int-to-point
transmission media

.

Has a higher level of transmission
security than microwave or sPread
spectrum

LaserWireless-- Systems transmit video, voice,
phones, ancl dati (up to t 55mbps) through

the almogplrere, on a beam of light. Thefare
completely ;protocol transparentland ey6 safe.
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.

Is immune to EMI or RF interfer-

ence.
Laser communication links also
have a few limitations. The most
significant is that the system may
lose signal strength in heavy fog. A
comprehensive study at more than
100 airports around the United
States was conducted, and the
percent of availability and reliability
was determined during all normal
weather conditions. It is generally
considered that the maximum
distance at which a laser system can
provide at least 95 percent availability is no greater than 3 kilometers.
For distances beyond 3 kilometers, a
substantial reduction in availability
will occur. To accommodate
distances greater than 2,000 feet, it
is recommended that the laser

expansion and oscillation. In the
near future ETS technology will
advance to overcome scintillation
and be able to transmit up to 2.5
Gbps of data.

A single semiskilled technician
can install a laser system with ETS
technology successfully in less than
six hours. Once the mounting
position has been determined, the
laser unit is bolted to the mount and
secured to the building. Automatic
alignment is achieved by aiming the
laser unit at the opposite site and
turning on the system.
Safety Issues
The question of safetY is an
important issue. The following
agencies are responsible for certify-

system utilize a technology employing an electronic tracking system

Understanding ETS Technology
Electronic tracking systems are
designed to overcome movement,
which is intensified at greater
distances. There are three levels of
movement that may affect a laser

job, but the system required an

1. CDRH: Center of Devices and

FCC license, which could take up to
60 days to get and which could cost
around $65,000. Spread spectrum
otfered a new technololly that
transmitted at 100 Mbps, but the

important issue in dealing with laser
communications devices. Certification by CDRH must be satisfied to
be able to manufacture a laser
product in the United States. Always
look for the CDRH certification label
on the system.

communications system:
Thermal expansion, which causes
buildings to sway during the course
of the day, is considered very slow
movement.
1,.

2.

ULICE: UL covers the U. S.
market, while CE covers the
European market.

2. Oscillation or ship-fo-shiP

3. CSA: Certification required bY

movement is considered medium

Canada.

movement.

4.

3. Scintillation caused by temperature and pressure variations in the
atmosphere is considered avery

sell to military agencies.

Several real-world case studies
demonstrate how laser wireless
communications devices are being
used to solve a variety of problems.

ETS technology is designed to
assure real-time automatic beam
steering alignment, which helPs in
maintaining continuous accurate
transmission. Today's ETS technology can overcome the Iirst two

.

At a university campus located in
northern Cali{ornia, the telecommunications director needed to connect
two buildings about 3,000 feet apart

types of movement, thermal
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Tempest/Mil Spec: Required to

Real-World Case Studies

rapid movement.

a

The director looked for alternatives to fiber-optic cable and
evaluated wireless techrrology. He
considered microwave-, spread
spectrum-, and infrared liser-based
systems. Microwave would do the

ing laser systems:
Radiological Health, a division of
the Food and Drug Administration,
oversees the use o{ lasers in the
United States. Eye safety is the most

(ETS).

running 100 Mbps fast Eithernet.
The director contacted facility
management to determine if fiberoptic cables could be pulled between the two locations. The fiber
cable would have had to be pulled
under two student parking lots and
across a major street that divides the
university campus. Cost estimate for
pulling fiber cables was r$65,000.
The cable would disrupt student
parking for several weeks and close
down the part of the street that the
fiber cable would need to cross.
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cost began at $45,000. The manufacturer required a certified techni-

cian to install the system, which
meant that the university would
incur an additional cost for installa-

tion of up to $5,000. The laserbased system would run from 1
Mbps to 155 Mbps, required no
licensing, and could be installed by
existing university personnel at a
total cost of about $20,000 for a
complete system. The laser sYstem
clearly presented the greatest
advantage at the lowest cost.

.

The city of Detroit needed
additional securiQ in the downtown
area. Video cameras with Pan,
zoom, and tilt were placed at 20
different locations and tied to a laser
wireless communications device.
This information could then be
transmitted to police headquarters
where they could monitor all 20
locations using only one officer.

o Mori Real Estate owns several
large buildings in downtown Tokyo,
Japan. Their tenants needed ways
to connect to the Internet and the
fiber systems in the street. Digging is
absolutely forbidden in Tokyo, and
no RF license could be obtained.
The Mori Company installed laser
systems on top of each building and
added a basic charge for Internet
services to each tenant's monthly
rental fee.
.

In Korea, video security cameras
were needed in a new high-rise
building that contained 28 elevators.
The cost of replacing the fiber-optic
cables every six months due to wear
and tear became oppressive. This
factor alone made it cost efficient to
use a laser system.

.

At the Pan Am Games in Indianapolis, Indiana, the FBI needed

color video monitoring for securitgr
purposes. This picture needed to be
transmitted to their field office
located a mile away from the
games. Laser systems transmitted
video feed to the top of a building
and from there to another laser
system, which relayed the signal
back to the FBI field office. Several
times during the games it became
necessary to move the laser systems
to other locations. This was accomplished quickly and easily with little

downtime.

o

A remote coal mine in New
Mexico needed to send high-speed
data and video from the mine to the
company headquarters. The need to
relocate the equipment on a weekly
basis was of primary concern.
Extreme temperature ranges
throughout the day and excessive
dirt complicated their problem.
Using a laser system with its very
high temperature capacity left only
the dirt issue to resolve. The laser
unit was installed in an environmental housing with clear glass windows

and a windshield wiper to remove
the coal dust as needed.

align itself with the other site and

Get the Right Answers

Summary

Once the laser system has been
chosen, several questions must be
asked and answered. Do I have
clear line of sight between the two
buildings? Is there access to the
rooftops? What kind of mounting
brackets are required? Information
such as this is gathered during the
site survey phase of the operation.

Developments in data and voice
transmission are happening at
breakneck speed today. The development of laser-based wireless
systems with electronic hacking
system technology offers telecommunications managers an exciting

If both networks have fiber ports
on their fast Ethernet switches, the
laser system can plug directly into
the fiber ports on the switches
without using a media converter.
Once a laser system equipped with
ETS technology is mounted to a
solid mounting surface and turned
on, the system will automatically

communication will begin.

opportunig to interbuild connectiviQ
for their campuses. The ability to
safely and cost-effectively transmit
high-speed voice, data, and video
over the same transmission media
gives today's telecommunications
managers the ultimate in connectivit5r.
Dennis W. Robinson is director of sales
t'or Laser Wireless, lnc., in Lancaster,
Pennsyluania. He can be reached toll

free ot 7-877-527-3757 or uia the Web
site

at

w w w.

laserwireless. com.
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MySoft Telemanagement Software Serves:
t l3 of U.S News Top 25 National Universities
t 25 of Yahoo's Most Wired Institutions
t I I of U.S. News Best Hospitals

t

100+ Colleges and Universities

REALLY
Is your crurent telemanagement system:

i
t
t
i

An information super highway or a road block?
Improving customer service or hindering it?
Running new technology or limping along?

Supported whole-heartedly or hardly supported?

tT'TEN'
It's amazing what can happen when you listen to your
customers. We are always ready to listen so that we can
better serve fou.

Coutact us today:
wwl,v.comPco.com
sdes@compco.com
615-373-3636, ext. 148

ACUTA
Spring Seminars

Miami Beaclr
April 9-12,20'oo
Track

l.

Wireless and Other Emerging Technrologies

New technologies are hitting the market every day, expandiing the telecom opportunities available to higher education institutions. This semi-

nar will showcase the latest campus applications of telecom and net-

work technologies. Wireless voice and data technologies for on- and
off-campus applications will be a special emphasis.
Some of the other emerging technologies that attendees will explore

include Web-based multimedia, lnternet telephony, DSL, r,oice over

lP,

ATM, and convergenr networks. Strategies to plan for and I'und acquisi-

tion of technology and infrastructure enhancemencs will be addressed.

Track

ll.

Leading the Technology Organizatiion

With rapid technology changes, funding challenges, and th,: shortage of

lT personnel, leadership skills are increasingly important for ACUTA
members. Astute lT consultants are predicting that, within tlre next rhree

Save 555

Register by March 10
For derails or to register, vrsit our

Web site at www.acuta.org
or call 6AGD78-3338.

to four years, non-technical management and leadership :;kills will become even more essential than rechnical knowledge for the successful
telecom or lT manager in higher education and elsewhere. ln addition

to understanding rhe technological trends in the industry and higher
education, successful telecom and lT professionals must d'3velop proficiency in communication, negotiation and strategic planning, and other

non-technical leadership

ski lls.

Kemohe A cceee aD
AmhereD Colleqe
by Stephen Judycki
Amherst College is an independent liberal arts college located in
Amherst, Massachusetts. Most of its
buildings are collocated on a private
campus situated near the center of
town. Being collocated on private
land, these buildings were easily
threaded with a fiber-optic backbone that gave each one direct
access to the campus data network.
Amherst has other buildings located
nearby within the town, but they are
separated from the campus by one
or more public rights of way, which
complicates the process of providing
network access.
We investigated several options
for providing access to the network
from these remote buildings.
Extending our own cable plant from
the main campus would be cost
prohibitive, given the distance in
cable feet and the relatively low
number of users that would be
served. Ten of these remote buildings are dormitories that house a
total of 250 students. Before the
remote dormitory rooms were wired
with data jacks we used dial-up
modems, but this approach had a
host of problems and indirect costs.

Then, coincidental with wiring
the dorm rooms, we replaced the
dial-up modems with ISDN basic
rate service. Each remote dormitory
LAN now has a dedicated 128 Kbps
ISDN 2B+D link to the campus data
network, and the ISDN bridges we
installed perform 8: 1 data compression on previously uncompressed
data. However, the implementation
was fraught with problems. We
shuggled with our bridge vendor,
bridge manufacturer, and the LEC
over dropped ISDN connections.
The problem was ultimately solved
when the vendor replaced, at no
cost to Amherst, its poorly designed
bridges.
Because an ISDN 2B+D circuitswitched data line is relatively slow
and fairly expensive, we really didn't
want to add any new ISDN lines.

While LEC-provided T1 service
(which is faster but more expensive
than ISDN)was available, LECprovided ADSL service was still
going through its hials and wasn't
yet available. So we started to look
at other DSL technologies that were
being inhoduced to the market.
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One of those products was
PairGain's newly introduced
Campus-HRS Remote, in which we
saw a fleible and affordable SDSLi
HDSL product that would make a
DSL evaluation worth the e{fort.
Campus-HRS works on either one
or two pairs of copper wire, at
greater speeds and over greater
distances than other products we
had considered.
We found our test case in
December 1998 when one of our
remote buildings, the Observatory,
was undergoing renovations to
prepare for the tenancy of a small
academic department. The Project
included the installation of Category
5 data jacks, a patch panel, and a
lOBaseT hub. Once connected to
the data jacks, the tenant's personal
computers would become nodes on
the Observatory LAN. The linking of
this remote LAN to the campus data
network, using HDSL as the
underlying delivery system, would
be the focus of our evaluation.

be, nor how difficult it would be to
identify.

available from BellAtlantic and did
not specify one.

Bell Atlantic provided coPies of
tariff pages that described the
availability of Series 1000 channels
that they said included the dry
copper circuits used bY alarmmonitoring companies. The tariff
described Type 1001 as a circuit
that connected two Points via one
central office, and Type 1002 as a
circuit that connected two points via
two or more central offices. Bell
Atlantic explained that these Type
100x circuits have manY subcategories of circuits that aren't even
identified in the tariff, and each subcategory has its own USOC (univer-

When the modems arrived we
configured them for one-Pair
operation, selected a common data

sal service order code).

We knew the distance versus
per{ormance characteristics of the
Campus-HRS Remote as well as the
data rate that was needed to make
DSL a viable option for the Observatory. The next step was to request
a loop makeup (LMU) from Bell
Atlantic for a Type 100x circuit
between Converse Hall and the
Observatory. An LMU Provides the
length and gauge of copPer wire for
all of the segments, both underground and aerial, between the two
points named in the request. The

A Copper Wire Path Is No Yellow
Brick Road
The LEC (Bell Atlantic, formerlY
NYNEX) would stillhave a critical
role. We would need them to suPPlY
a copper wire path between the
HDSL modems located in the
Observatory and a building served
by the campus data network. For
this building we chose Converse
Hall because of its close proximity to
the LEC's central office.

LMU results indicated a total
distance between Converse Hall
and the ObservatorY of over three
miles, which did not bode well for
the 1 Mbps data rate we were

hoping to achieve.

Installing the Modems

When we asked our Bell Atlantic
account team to order a drY coPPer
circuit for us, their response was
something to the effect of "Sure,
what kind would you like?" Never
having furnished a dry coPPer
circuit for this purpose, they didn't
know whatwe needed, and the
terms I used to describe what I
needed were not at all useful to
them. We had no idea how significant this piece of information would
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We tried it anYwaY: We ordered
a pair of Campus HRS-Remote
modems and had a dry coPPer
circuit installed. Because the modem
purchase was conditional uPon a
successful evaluation, the risks were

limited to the drY coPper circuit's
installation cost and recurring
charges for a couPle of months. At
this point we did not know about
the diflerent USOCs that were
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rate, and installed a data patch cable
between their line ports. Establishing
a link in this back-to-back configuration confirmed that the modems
were configured properly and were

operational before introducing other
variables.

Next we cabled the modems to
the two supplied iacks and installed
a short length of one-Pair Phone
wire between the jacks to simulate
the dry copper circuit. The jacks are
wired differently for one-pair or twopair operation, and establishing a
link in this back-to-back configuration confirmed that we had wired
the jacks properly.

Next we temporarilY cross-wired
the dry copper circuit to a working
phone line at the Observatory and
then, using a lineman's butt-set,
accessed that phone line from the
other end of the dry coPPer circuit
at Converse Hall. This confirmed
that continuity existed between
Converse and the ObservatorY'
With careful planning and
diligent testing completed, all that
remained belore establishing a link
between the Converse and Observatory HDSL modems was to select
a common data rate that did not
exceed the capabilitY of the dry
copper circuit-or so wel thought.
We started with 1152 KbPs, the
highest selectable data rate for one-

pair operation, but could not
establish a

link. We stePPed the

modems down in 64 K increments
all the way to 64 KbPs, the lowest
selectable data rate for one-Pair
operation, but still could not
establish a link.

The problem turned out to be
the type of circuit we had installed,
a BANA circuit. According to Bell

Atlantic, BANA circuits run through
a remote monitoring system that
was obviously interfering with our
equipment. They replaced it with a
PLNA circuit, which they say is not
remotely monitored. The initial link
was established at a data rate of
1,024 Kbps, but reliability was
marginal. Stepping the modems
down to 960 Kbps provided a stable
link that has been maintained
continuously for the past six
months. Since the Campus_HRS
Remote is an SDSL product (the
"S" representing "symmetrical,,),
the 960 Kbps data rate is available
in both the upstream and downstream directions.

A Second DSL Application
In April we started to investigate
the possibility of a second applica_
tion of DSL over LEC dry copper.
Another small academic department
would soon be taking up temporary
residence in an off-campus house

while their on-campus building
underwent major renovation. This
department was accustomed to
having full Ethernet access to the
campus data network and anything
substantially less-like dial-up
modem access-was going to feel
woefully inadequate.
The BellAtlantic LMU results
indicated an acceptable distance

The Search for the Correct USOC
Even though BellAtlantic had,
after several attempts, successfully
installed and billed us for a dry
copper circuit for the Observatory,
they were not sure that the USOC
that appeared on our invoice-

lLPBP-was correct. In fact, they
said, it probably was not. They said
a procedures manual did not exist
that said, "For customers seeking to
deploy their own DSL service,
provision a Type X circuit with a
USOC of Y "

nterexchan
-l
indicated

ge. I nterexchange

to me that a pVLFS would
be used to order a circuit when two
or more central offices exist be_
tween the two points. Maybe the
USOC manual wasn't so difficult to
use after all.

I perused a ten-year-old copy of
the three-inch thick USOC manual,
but it is very cryptic and I found it
difficult to use. I surfed the Web in
search of an online version of the
USOC manualbut did not find one.
I was hoping to find one with a
search engine that allowed me to
specify my need in layman's terms:
a dry copper circuit with no loading
coils and no bridge taps. pairGain
tried but could not provide any

installation.

assistance.

Looking Ahead

Finally we found a Bell Atlantic
service order representative who
was familiar with our request,
having recently written an order for

These two applications have
paved the way for considering
additional uses of SDSL over telco
dry copper at Amherst. We have

a nearby municipalig that had a
similar application. He said we
needed something called an
intraexchange private line with no
signaling with a USOC of pVLFL. I
quickly found this code in the
USOC manual and confirmed the
rep's description of the circuit.
PVLFL was in a class of service
calledDATA SVC-?W L1V OR

between this house and Converse
Hall. Since this was to be the
second of possibly several additional
dry copper circuits we would be
ordering from Bell Atlantic, it
seemed like a good time to learn the
correct USOC to specify on the
COMPUTERIZED TRAFFIC
service order. It stood to reason that
CONTROL. The description for
placing an order with a USOC,
PVL++ was Voice Grode-Used
rather than just a general descrip_
with CPE-2000 Series. The first
tion, should eliminate all of the
suffix, F, described the channel
guesswork involved in installing a
characteristics as Type 200 7
circuit that worked for our applica_
-Voice
G rade-Cu sto me r p ro u ide d E quip _
tion. We did not know it would take ment.
The second suffix, L,
two months to learn the correct
described the tariff jurisdiction as
USOC.

Intraexchange. Infroexchange
indicates that only one central office
exists between the two points.
There was a long list of first and
second suffixes that could be used
to specify a desired circuit. I noticed
a second suffix of S that had a
description of Intrastate-IntraLATA

I n tra st

ot e

-l

n t r aL

Our second dry copper circuit_
an RTNA circuit-was ordered and
provisioned with a USOC of pVLFL
in late June. On July 2 it was
installed, successfully, and on the
next business day we established a
DSL link with a data ,rate of 1,152
Kbps. This proved, at least with our
LEC, that specifying the correct
USOC is essential for a successful

seen that this is a cost-effective

solution that has allowed the college
to get more for less as we provide
access from remote locations to the
campus network.
Steue Judgcki is director of telecommu_
nications at Amherst College ond a
member ot' ACUTA's Legislatiue and

Regulatory At'fairs Commitee. He can
be reached ot sajudycki@amherst. edu.
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E xc effence Aw arf, W inner:

Mic htgan dec hno fogk af 'Ltniv er sity

As a winner of the Prestigious
lnstitutional Excellence in Telecommunications Aw ard, Michigan
Technological U niu ersitY w as

honored at ACIJTA's 28th Annual
Cont'erence Jor its Proiect: From
lsolation to Collaboration: Enhancing the CoPPer Country Network
lnfrastructure. This article wos
adapted from matenal submitted t'or
the award by Dr. James S' Cross,

chief information officer and
director of lnt'ormation Technology
at Michigan Tech.
Since its incePtion in 7994, a
unique research initiative entitled
From Isolation to Collaboration:
Enhancing the CoPPer CountrY
Network Infrastructure has served
as a model for multilevel Partner-

districts. Michigan Technological
University, a charter member of the
Copper CountrY Fiber Network
(CCFN), spearheaded this Project
five years ago with these ambiflous
goals:

To enhance the technologY base

of MTU's camPus network and the
CCFN
To evaluate and integrate new
software tools for collaboration and
research suPport
o

ottelecommunications

in Higher Education

Planning, LeadershiP, and Man-

A project team was assembled to
drive each of the initiatives based on

The breadth and comPlexitY of
the research initiatives required the
involvement of a broad range of
constituents within the university
and the CopPer Country community. Participants included: MTU ITTelecom DePartment, MTU School
oI Business and Economics, MTU
School of TechnologY, MTU
Department of Electrical Engineering, six K-12 districts in the Copper
Country communitY, Suomi
College, and the Portage Lake
District Public Library. The various

and a broad consortium otK-72
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with the help of matching funding
by MTU and suPPort from the

agement SuPPort

ships bringing together corporations, a higher education institution,

.

To study how to introduce and
manage these tools and Products in
an enterprise network environment'

.

externally funded grants occurred
Winter 99

'

administration.

stated goals, objectives, leadership
requirements, technical competencies, organization culture, and pilot
requirements. Projects were
carefully defined to permit the bulk
of the research for a Project to be
completed over a 12- to 1S-month
time period to minimize imPact on
the university, principal investiga-

tors, and the department of information technology' Only one initiative
was scheduled Per Year.
Telecommunications R&D
studies conducted over the past {ive
years as a result of this initiative

include ATM Pilot, lnternet2
Gateway, CAIV Modem Technology

lnstitutionaf

Evaluation and Pilot, and many

E xceffenc e

in cefecommunic ations

others. The various shrdies, pilots,

and evaluations have provided
invaluable insight in evaluating new

The Award for Institutional Excellence
in Telecommunications is ACUTA,s

technologies, understanding potential uses, weighing risks/exposures,

most prestigious award, recognizing
telecommunications excellence and

engineering solutions, developing

professionalism. Winners are selected
by the ACUTA Awards Committee on
the basis of the telecommunications

business plans/financials, and gaining
management approval for deploy_

department's contribution to and
support oI the mission of the institu,
tion. Applications are evaluated on
the basis of scope and complexitgr of
the endeavor, technological leadership, benefit to the institution and key
constituents, and demonstration of
excellence and professionalism.

ment of enhancements to the MTU
campus network.
For example, the video
conferencing initiative provided
invaluable insight in the selection of
technology currently used on campus in the executive conferencing
center and lecture halls to support
distance-education programs. With
what we learned from the wireless

technology pilot we developed the
business case for deploying mobile
Ethernet connectivit5r in the university library and Internet connectivit5r
for the Portage Lake District public
Library and the Calumet Elementary School.

Promotion of Technology and
Maturity of Effort

o

Serve as a model for multilevel
partnerships in piloting and evaluating new technologies

o

Identify value-added technologies for deployment
Enhance the stature of the MTU

IT Department

o

Secure external funding to
augment limited universitgr and
12 resources

K-

.

Develop an R&D component
an integral part of the MTU IT
Department

o Provide a forum for promoting
and highlighting new technologies
to various constituents at the
universityr and K-12 systems

o

Enhance staff recruitment and
retention by offering a diverse
range of opportunities for staff
development and work assign-

2. Success of initiative undertaken
3. Value added to the universi!
4. Facul!, staff, and student
involvement

ments.

Since its beginning, the goals of
the Isolation to Collaboration
project have been to

o

Information regarding this competition
for 1999-2000 will be mailed to all member institutions in December.
Details
can also be found on the ACUTA Web site at www.acuta.org.

as

5. External funding

With over $1 million in external
funding already received, the
endeavor has been overwhelmingly successful. All of the technology pilots conducted have resulted
in full-scale deployment of the
technology at the university or K12 systems in the Copper Country.

6. Success rate of grants submitted
7. Major papers presented and
published
8. Adminiskation support

9. Publicity and goodwill
10. Enhancement of the MTU IT
Department stature and leadership

Quality, Performance, and
Productivity Measures

role

Although the ten different
research initiatives each had
specific outcomes, project coordinators were able to take those
results and use them to employ a
broad, overarching criterion to
assess each initiative's impact on
the project as a whole. This
criterion has ten parts:
1. Breadth and complexity of the
initiative

While the project has met and
continues to meet key goals and
objectives, From Isolation to
Collaboration faced both challenges and shortfalls. For example,
(1) deployment of the CATV
system resulted in a major confron_
tation with the local cable company; (2) demand for high-speed
data access using cable modems
far exceeded expectations and the
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capacity that the sYstem had been
engineered to suPPort; (3) the
ISDN remote access Pilot Proved to
be far more complex and time
consuming than Planned; (4) the
wireless technology piloi had to be
expanded beyond the scoPe of the
Portage Lake District Public Library
to fulfill assessment outcomes; and
(5) standards, interoperability, and
reliability issues still must be
addressed before voice-over-lP will
be mature enough to ensure IP
networks will be able to handle
voice calls as reliablY as todaY's
public switched telephone network.

Cost, Benefit, and Risk AnalYsis
Despite some initial questions as
practicality of this effort, the
the
to
project has earned the confidence
of vendors, service Providers, and
customers driven bY the Promise of
less expensive service, cost reductions, better economies of scale,

and value-added new technologies'
The endeavor has succeeded in
developing a new model for camPus
technology research in leveraging
the power of an integrated camPus
network {or voice telePhonY, video
telephony, desktoP conferencing,
distance learning, electronic commerce, and help-desk applications.

how these technologies have

The potential benefits to the
university and the camPus community are overwhelming. These
benefits are measured based on an

. ATM has enabled

analysis of in{rastructure-related
savings, staff ProductivitY gains,
vendor and telePhone cartlerrelated savings; growth of sPonsored research programs; new and
enhanced apPlications; valueadded features and functionalitY;
and publicity and goodwill.

Customer Satisfaction and Results
The research studies and Pilots
conducted under the ausPices of

VoicerDatar Video

Technology Solutions''

MiGTA is pleased to announce
membenshiP agreement for all
ACUTA members!
For more details, visit
www.acuta.org/ resources/ micta'cf m

Member benefits include cost savings, negotiated
serviee agreements, consulting services, problem
solving assistance, training opportunities'
conferences, information clearinghouse, state
central purchasing opportunities, and more!
Be sure to attend MiCTAs 2OOO Spring Conference
May 1€ at the Soaring Eagle Casino and Resort'
Vegas!
The largest casino between Atlantic City and Las

For more information,

From Isolation to Collaboration
have provided invaluable insights
in planning enhancemetrts to the
MTU campus network. ,All of the
technology pilots conducted as a
part of the research Prot3ram have
been put into Production at the
universi$. Four good e>lamPles oI

VEI-t ryrrrr111micta'org

or callt888) A70'A677'

changed the camPus ar,z the
following:
the rollout of
100 Mbps service to th<z desktoP
and the deployment of class and
quality of service for Internet2
access.

. With

wireless technolcgY we now
provide mobile Ethernelt access for
staff and patrons of the university
library with laptoP comPuters and
an interface port. We u'ill be
extending that to the student

union.

. The president's

officer has

embraced IP video ancl audio
streaming to disseminate keY
messages to the university community. This technology has also been
employed in the bacherlor's degree
programs in surveYing and engineering and for the merster of
engineering distance-education
programs.

.

Michigan Tech now offers 50
CAfV channels plus an MTU
movie channel. Resid<znce hall
students voted overwhelminglY to
include the cost of the service in

room-and-board charges.
With innovative thinking and
some creative cooPeration among
an interesting variety ,cf entities,
this research initiative has been an

overwhelming success' Working
hand in hand we havrz surPassed
our expectations and look forward
to other oPPortunities that maY
present themselves in the future'
Reach

Jim

Cross at icross@mtu.edu'

Y

Web-Based Network
Beyond the Browser

M anage me

nt:

Author: Curt Harler
John Wiley & Sons, Inc., 1999: 244 pages

Reviewed by Christopher V. Freitag

Table of Contents
. Chapterl
Web-Based Management: The View

from 10,000 Feet
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Objections to Web-Based Network
Management

. Chapter

3

How to Keep Systems Secure

. Chapter 4
Who s Doing What with Web-Based
Systems

. Chapter 5
How Real Users Take Advantage of
Web-Based Management

. Chapter 6
Where SNMP and RMON Fit with
Web-Based Management
Appendix: Vendor and product Web

Web-Bosed Network
Management: Beyond
the Browser, examines
new software tools for
managing your network without being tied
to your office or your
specialized proprietary
terminals. This book is
a must read for any
information technology
manager or telecommunications director
who is being asked to
provide quality service
on the computer

network on a 2417
basis but who lacks the
resources to provide
such coverage.

With access to

networks available
Sites
from anywhere over
the Web, author Curt
Harler describes how managers and technicians can
repair or adjust systems remotely, allowing for increased
service and reliabilip without requiring that anyone travel
to the office. Not only does this result in significant cost
savings, it also allows staff to have time off with minimal

interruption.
While pointing out some drawbacks associated with
Web-based network management, Harler suggests that,
based on the application, the benefits outweigh the

problems. Security of any network is a big problem,
and
providing a way into a system for network management
opens the door for hackers; but with access to the
Internet being an integral part of our networks, Web_
based network management could use the same firewalls
that provide protection in other applications. Other issues
relevant to disaster recovery of networks are also dis_
cussed.

Especially useful for those interested in some compari_
sons prior to starting the RFp process, the book supplies

a detailed list of more than 30 Web-based network
management systems including product name,
version, operating system compatibility, browser
compatibility, Java enabled, protocol support, and

product support of RMON 7 or 2.
The author points out that Web-based network
management systems should provide performance/

traffic monitoring with a high level of reporting, access
for shifting resources in the case of outages, and alarm
capabilities to warn managers of troubles. A sampling
of companies describing the benefits they have
enjoyed after implementing a network management
system is included.

Future directions for Web-based network manage_
ment systems are also explored. Harler suggests that in
the future these systems will not only foresee troubles
but will also be able to perform significant self-man_
agement. Other areas with potential for growth as
Web-based functions include reporting and statistics,
system administration, management platforms, and
management tools. Supporting the notion that some_
day network management systems will call out to the
manager when a problem is discovered, Harler
discusses neural agents that predict and analyze data
in search of possible network troubles-thereby
allowing for proactive, instead of merely reactive,
responses.

The author sums up the key components to the
of Web-based management as being able to
gather information and compile it in a convenient and
useful form; being able to analyze the information or
automate the automation process; and providing
secure access or handily dishibuting it to the people
who need it in a timely fashion. This book is an
excellent source of basic information and equips us as
readers to more effeclively manage our networks.
success

Curt Harler is a contributing editor to the ACUTA
Journal, t'ormer editor-in-chief o/ Communicatons
News, ond a networking expert in his own right.
Reach Cufi at curt@curtharler.com.
Chris Freitag is ossisfont director
facilities technical
seruices at Western New England College. Reoch

Chis

at freitag@ wnec. edu.
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Biff D. Morris Awarf, ryg*-rggg
Anthony fanzi, RCDD
Brown Univers[ty
Each year ACUTA's President has the
privilege and responsibility of selecting one
person to receive the highest honor ACUTA
bestows on an individual, the Bill D' Morris
Award. Although many people devote
countless hours to the kind of service
recognized by this award, choosing one as
the most outstanding is not a duty to be
taken lightlY.

"ln making mY choice,"

saYs Buck

Bayliff, ACUTA president fot 7998-7999,
"l didn't have to look far to find an individual who truly exemplifies the dedication,
vision, professionalism, and leadership that
Bill Morris demonstrated. Anthony 'Tony'
Tanzi, a charter member of ACUTA, has
been a role model for ACUTA members
and my personal friend for many years'"
Over the past 30 years Tony has held a
number of positions at Brown University in
the Departments of Telecommunications,
Business Services, and Computing and
Information Services. He holds a bachelor's
degree in liberal arts and an MBA, and has
taken additional classes in telecom, data

communications, finance, management,
and technology. Tony also holds his RCDD
certification and has taught networking
technology and fiber-optic technology to
college students.
"To those who have seen TonY's
comments on the listserve," Bayliff continues, "his technical expertise is obvious' His
responses are always well thought out and
accurate. In conversation one-to-one, if
Tony does not know an answer to a
question, I've never known him just to
shrug it off. He usually even apologizes for
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not knowing the answer and then promises
to find out."
"Few people have a more professional
demeanor than Tony Tanzi. More than just
being consistently level headed and even
tempered, Tony is always pleasant. I have
honestly never heard him say an unkind
word about anyone. He is a pleasure to

work with, and he takes his commitments
very seriously."
Tony has served ACUTA in manY
capacities over the years including secretary/heasurer, state coordinator for Rhode
Island, Finance Committee chair, Program
Committee member, and Legislative and

Regulatory Affairs Committee chair. He
has also presented at a number of ACUTA
events and has been instrumental in the
success of Local Events.

"When Buck delivered those generous
remarks in announcing the winner of this
great honor, I honestly had no idea he
was talking about me. It was something I
never expected, " says Tanzi. ,,1 was not
just speechless, I was numb. My wife
asked me later if I remembered going up
to the podium, and I said no. I am grateful

to be included in the group of people who
have won this award over the past
decade. Today, the award is in the center
of the wall in my office, and each day I
read those words, 'dedication, vision,
professionalism, and leadership,, and I feel
honored all over again. There are just no
words to describe how it makes me feel',
Tanzi says that even though the
organization has evolved over the past

quarter of a century, he still cherishes the
friendships that he formed years ago.
"When I first heard that a group of schools
were forming an organization that would
collaborate to work through some com_
mon issues, I could see the benefit right
away. Through the years we have devel_
oped such an effective network of profes_
sionals, people with whom we can very
candidly exchange ideas and seek answers
to questions that we might not even be
able to ask in a different environment.

"lt's a pleasure to see the new skill

BillD. Morris
ACUTA President

1988-1989

The Bill D. Morris Award was established in 1990 in memory
of ACUTA's 17th president.

In 1988-1989, Morris lead the association through the estab_
lishment of a permanent headquarters and the hiring of
a full_
time staff. His ACUTA career included service as president,
ex_
ecutive vice president, and fueasurer.
To many ACUTA members, Morris was more than just
an
efficient leader; he was a warm and caring friend. He passed
away unexpect-

edly in 7989,

Bill D. Morris Award Winners

shortly

after
completing his
term as presi-

.1990

Del Combs, ACUTAAdmin. Director

dent.

1

991

Mike Grunder, yale University
1992
Sydney Paredes, US West

ACUTA appreciates the spirit,
vigor, and guidance Bill Morris

1 993
James S. Cross, Longwood College
1994
Mal Reader, University of Calgary
1 995
Valerie Turner, Northern Michigan Univ.

brought to the
association and

welcomes the
opportunity to

1996
Luther Robb, Penn. State Univ. (retired)
1 997
Patricia Searles, Cornell University

recognize these

qualities in another member

1 998
Whitney Johnson, Northern Mich, Univ. (retired)

each year in his
memory.

sets

and new perspectives that are coming into
the organization now. ACUTA members
are a group of people with a willingness to
share ideas, successes, and concerns, and

just be helpful to each other as we do our
jobs. "

"This spring," Bayliff remarks, ,,Tony
was unopposed in his bid to serve as
president-elect, and, looking ahead, I have
every confidence that he will be one of
ACUTA's finest presidents. When I hear
colleagues talk about Tony, two words
always come to mind: Class Actl"
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NewTechnologies ... New Skills

"'

"

New Opportunities

As we consider new technologies such as
wireless communications, the focus of this
issue

laa''t

of the Journal, it is important that

ACUTA members and ACUTA as an organization recognize that telecom and IT are an
integral part of the mission of our institutions. While the success of your department
is measured in part by how well voice, data,
and video hardware and software operate,

how reliable the network is, and how much
revenue you are able to generate for the
institution, increasingly telecommunications
and IT professionals and their departments
are being judged on how they add value to
the academic and research activities of the
institution. In order to be effective in that
realm, it may be necessary to develop a
whole new set of knowledge and skills'
This is new territory for some technical
professionals, who might be more comfortable focusing on technical or administrative
management responsibilities. Already, it is
necessary to be knowledgeable about current
and emerging technologies, to be a skilled
project manager and a good financial manager. But now, as institutions expect more in
terms of retum on their technology investments, as shrdents expect and demand the
incorporation of technology into the teaching
and learning process, and as faculty demand
increased technological capacities, even more
is being asked of ACUTA members'

At the fall seminars in Denver, several
presenters in the new technologies track
suggested that it is incumbent upon telecom/
IT departments to develop relationships of
trust and effective communication with
academic departments in order to more fully
understand their needs and provide the
support that they require. They emphasized
the importance of understanding the culture(s)
within an institution and what the various
academic departments are seeking to achieve

in order to better meet their needs'
Research and the real experiences of
ACUTA members suggest that even technical
employees will need to develop new skills to
respond to these changing demands' Some

of the new essential knowle,Cge and skills
for technology managers that have been
identified by various presenters at recent
ACUTA educational programs include:

.

The ability to understan<1 and clearly
communicate the vision and goals of the
institution and to relate thern to the activities of your dePartment

.

An understanding of the institution's
culture and how to successfully effect
change

.

The ability to develop positive relationships throughout the institution at all levels

.

An understanding of how new and
existing technologies are funded and the
ability to clearly communicate the value of
technology to the academir: mission
. The ability to communi'cate on technical
issues with nontechnical individuals

. The ability to negotiate successful
solutions among individuals and departments with seeminglY comPeting or
conflicting needs

.

An understanding of the political realities
within which the institution and the department operate.
ACUTA has recognizedl the importance
of these and other nonteclhnical skills to the
continued success of our rnembers in the
academic environment. Over the coming
months and years, you miay notice more
emphasis on these leaderr;hip skills in our
educational programs and publications'
While we will continue to offer the management and technical programs that have
been well received by our membership,
you will increasingly see l'zadership topics
added to the mix.
We feel an obligation Io support members who have reached Positions of

leadership in their institutions, to support
their continued growth and success' In

addition, we are committed to supporting
the "future leaders" within ACUTA to
obtain the knowledge an'd skills they will
need in order to succeed.
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The lcall campus Inrernet callcenter makes your campus
call
center more efficient and saves your facility money by merging

your existing telephony network and Intranetlnternet, This
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An AT&T camPus alliance
is all you need for all the ways
you communicate.

we take college very seriously'
That's why you'll find us committed to your

At

AT&T,

school's future.

We offer a full range of integrated communication and network solutions, innovative
classroom technologies from AT&T Labs'
and the AT&T Foundation's commitment to
funding educational excellence. So look to
AT&T for solutions,for you and your students'

For more information call l'800'223'4507

or your AT&T rePresentative.

It's
o

cc8 AT&T

all within

Your reach'
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